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CUSTODY OF DOCUMENTS 
CUSTODY OF DOCUMENTS; see also 
LAND TITLES; REGISTRY 
Alphabetical index, 1947 
Application, costs of, 1949 
For delivery of deposit, 19~9 
Notice of, 1949 
Birth, proof of, 1946 
Burial, proof of, 1946 
Costs, on application, 1949 
Death, proof of, 1946 
_Deposit, acknowledgment of notice, 1947 
Effect of, 1948 
From another division, notation, 1947 
Index, 1951 
Entry in, 1946 
Notation in abstract index, 1947 
In registry books, 1947 
Received from another division, 1947 
Registrar's fees, 1948 
Requisition, 1946 
Form of, 1950 
Transmission of notice, 1947 
Divorce, proof of, 1946 
Document. copying extracts from, 1948 
Deflned, 1946 
Delivery of, pursuant to order, 1949 
Deposit of, 1946 
Effect of depositing, 1948 
Entry in deposit index, 1946 
Filing on deposit, 1946 
:'If ode of depositing, 1946 
Notation in registry books, 1947 
Procedure to obtain, 1949 
Recording in alphabetical index. 1946 
Recording on deposit, 1946 
Registrar's fee on delivery, 1950 
On producing, 1948 
Requistion to deposit, 1946 
Executor, expenses on depositing, 1949 
Fees, for deposit, 1947 
For entries, 1947 
On delivery of document, 1949 
On producing documents, 1948 
Forms, deposit index, 1951 
Notice of deposit, 1951 
Requisition, 1950 
Happening, proof of, 1946 
Instrument, defined, 1946 
1\'larriage, proof of, 1946 
Muniment of title, deposit of, 1946 
Notice, filing of, 1948 
Filing of acknowledgments, 1947 
Form of, 1951 
Forwarding, deposit to another division 
1947 
Repetition in cases of default, 19,17 
Transmission of, 1947 
Order, filing of, 1950 
For delivery of document, 1950 
Notation of, 1950 
Pedigree, proof of, 1946 
Procedure, delivery of deposits, 1949 
Receipts, deposit of, 1948 
Fee on deposit of, 1948 
Notation of, 1948 
Recording, 1948 
Registry Ace, referred to, 1944, 1948, 1949 
Requistion, particulars of deposit in, 1946 
DAIRIES; see DAIRY PRODUCTS; MILK AND 
CREA31; MILK, CHEESE Al'\0 BUTTER; 
MILK CONTROL; PUBLIC HEALTH 
DA IRniEN'S ASSOCIATION; see ACRt· 
CULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS 
DAIRY PRODUCTS; see also MILK AND 
CREAM; 311LK, CIIF.ESE AND BUTTLR; 
MILK CONTROL 
Babcock test, usc of, 4130 
Board,defined,4128 
Certificate holder, to grade cream, 4130 
To test milk, 4130 
Of board, requirements for, 4128 
Statement of necessity in, 4128 
To whom given, 4128 
When given, 4128 
Of qualification, annual grant, 4131 
By Mi11ister on director's recommenda· 
tion,4131 
Cancellation or suspension by Minis· 
ter, 4131 
For handling dairy products, 4130 
Grades of, 4131 
164 
Certificate of qualification, cont'd 
Ground for cancelling, 4131 
Recommendation by director, 4131 
Of cancellation or suspension by di-
rector, 4131 
Reinstatement after cancellation or sus-
pension, 4131 
On director's recommendation, 4131 
To buttermakers, 4131 
To chccscmakers, 4131 
To cream graders and testers, 4131 
To milk graders and testers, 4131 




Height of ceilings, 4129 
Minister's permission, 4128 
Outlet for waste water, 4129 
Specifications re Boor, 4129 
Of foundation, 4129 
Of walls and ceilings, 4129 
Whey, skim milk containers, 4129 
Windows and doors, 4129 
Closing unsanitary premises, order of Min-
ister, 4130 
Report allowing reopening, 4130 
Upon inspector's report, 4129 
Cream, fat content of, 4130 
Grading at plant, 4130 
Used for butter grading, 4130 
Pasteurization, 4130 
Payment for, 4130 
Where graded, 4130 
Creamery, defined, 4128 
Director of dairying, recommendation re 
cancelling license, 4131 
Recommendation re certificate, 4131 
Re reinstatement, 4131 




Entry into premises, 4131 
Examination of Babcock test records, 
4132 
Of receipt records, 4132 
DAIRY PRODUCTS 
Of weight of products, 4132 
Inspection of milk in transit , 4131 
Penalty for obstructing, 4132 
Plant inspection, 4131 
Report rc closing dairies, 4129, 4130 
Re reopening dairies, 4129, 4130 
Sampling milk in transit, 4131 
Testing samples, 4131 
\'\''hen to examine products and weight, 
4132 
Licenses, application forms, 4129 
Cancellation, 4129 
Fees, 4129 
Information re, 4129 
:\!iniste r to grant, 4129 
Penalty for not ha,·ing, 4129 
Recommendation of board, 4129 
Regulations rc, 4129 
Requirements for, 4129 
Suspension, 4129 
Lieut.-Gov., consent to regulations for lic-
enses, 4129 
Making regulations, 4132 
Regulations re butter brands, 4131 
Pack:lges, 4131 
nlanufacture of cheese and butter, certi-
ficate, 4130, 4131 
:\[ilk and cream, payment for, 4130 
Fat content of, 4130 
For cheese making, 4130 
Grading at plant, 4130 
Testing at plant, 4130, 4131 
?llinister, cancellation of certificates, 4131 
Cancellation of licenses, 4129 
Closing of dairies by, 4129 
Defined, 4128 
Granting certificates, 4131 
Licenses, 4129 
License regulations by, 4129 
Recommendation re licenses, 4132 
Regulating butter packages, 4131 
Regulations re butter brands, 4131 
Rc licenses,_ 4129 
Reinstatement of license, 4131 
Reinstating after suspending certifir.aiR 
4131 




Suspension of licenses, 4129 
Patron, defined, 4128 
Penalties, falsifying records, 4132 
For violating Act, 4132 
Regulations, 4132 
How recoverable, 4132 
Obstructing constable, 4132 
Inspector, 4132 
Re fat content, 4132 
Re milk payments, 4132 
Plant, defined, 4128 
Premi~es, closing, insufficient equipment, 
4129 
Closing unsanitary, 4129 
Minister's order closing, 4129 
Report of inspector re, 4130 
Regulations, defined, 4128 
Rebutter packages, 4131 
Re licenses, 4129 
Consent of Lieut.·Gov., 4129 
Minister of Mines, approval required, 789 
Notice, effect of failure, 788 
or assessment, 789 
Of damages, 788 
Regulations, 789 
Sculcment, mutual settlement, 789 
Territorial jurisdiction of arbitrator, 788 
DAMS; see LAKES ANn RIVERS IMPROVE· 
MENT; PUBLIC WORKS 
DANCE HALLS; see ECRESS FROM PUDUC 
DUILDINCS; 1\lUNICIPAL 
DAY; sec DEFINITION OF TIME 
DAYLIGHT SAVING; see FACTORY, SHOP 
A!\"D OFFICE DUilDINC; MUNICIPAL 
DEAD BODIES; see ANATOMY; CEMETERY; 
CORONERS; PUBUC IIEALTH; VITAL 
To assist administration of Act, 4132 STATISTICS 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 4132 
Whey, pasteurization, 4131 DEAF' PERSONS; see DEPARTME!'iT OF 
Tanks keeping clean, 4131 
DA:\IAGE BY FU:\IES ARBITRATION 
Action, by arbitration only, 788 
Arbitration, settlement of claims, 788, 789 
Arbitrator, appoinunent, 788 
Assessment of damages, 788 
Assessment of expenses, 789 
Decision fin al, 789 
Duty to investiga te, 788 
Fixing compensation, 788 
Jurisdiction exclusive, 788 
Powers of, 788 
Territorial jurisdiction. 788 
Assessment, approval of :\Iinister, 789 
Award, effect of 789 
Compensation, determination oi, 78B 
Complaint, duty to investigate, 788 
Damage, determination of, 788 
Damages, assessment of, 788 
Notice of, 788 
Expenses, how recoverable, 789 
Maximum amount, 789 
Investiga tion of complaint, 788 
EDUCA TIO.N j PUBLIC SCHOOLS j SCHOOL 
ATTE:'iDANCE; SCHOOLS FOR THE DEAF 
AND DLI:'ID 
DEATH; see ANATO~IY; ASSESSMEl"T; CEM· 
ETERYj CON\'EYANCINC A:-iO LAW OF 
PROPERTY; CO !tONERS; CUSTODY OF 
OOCUMEl'"TS ; DEPENDANTS' RELIEF; 
DEVOLUTION OF ESTATES j I:MBALMERS 
AND FUl'iERAL DIRECTORS; EVIDENCE; 
FACTORY, SHOP A!'iO OFFICE BUILD INC j 
FATAL ACCIDENTS; INSURANCE ; Lilli· 
ITATIOI\Sj LIQl:OR CONmOL ; MININC; 
~IUN ICIPAL j POWER OF ATTORNEY j 
SURROCATE COURTS; VITAL STATtS· 
TICS; WILLS 
DEATH DUTY; see succF.SSION DUTY 
])EBENTURES; see BILLS OF SALE AND 
166 
CH ATTEL )IORTCACE ; COMMUNITY 
HALLS; CO~!PANIES; CORPORATION 
SECURITIES RECISTRATION; CORPORA· 
TIONS TA X; COUNTIES REFORESTA· 
TIO:o;; DEPARTME:o;T Of' EDUCATIO:'i; 
IIICIIWAY I~I PROVE~tENTj INSURANCE; 
JUDICATURE; LOAN A!'(D TRUST COR· 
PORATIONSj LOCAL O!PROVO!ENTj 
MU~ICIPALj :~tU:o;JCIPAL DRAI~ACE; 
:IIUNIC!PAL DRAINAGE AID; POIVt:R 
CO)n!ISSI0:-1 j PUBLIC HEALTH; PUB· 
LIC LIBRARIES j PUBLIC SCHOOLS; 
PUBLIC UTILITIES j SA!'IATORIA f'On 
CO~SU~I PTIVES; SEPARATE SCHOOLS j 
SUCCESSION DUTY j TILE DRAI:oiACE j 
TRUSTEE 
DEBENTURES OF PROVINCE; see PROV· 
INCIAL LOANS 
DEBT COLLECTORS; see also cou.r.c 
TION ACE:oiCIES 
Collection agency, usc of imitation fcrms 
by prohibited, 4141 
Oivision Court or other legal process intent 
to deceive by imitation forms, 4141 
Issue of imitation forms probibited, ?141 
Use of similar or imitation forms probib· 
ited, 4141 
Penalties for using similar or imitation 
forms, 4141 
How recoverable, 4141 
Who liable for, 4141 
OEBTORS; see ABSCONDI:-.C DEBTORS; i:XE· 
CUTIO~ j f'RAUDULE'\T DEBTOR'S AR· 
REST 
OECLARATIONS; see CO)Il\IISSIOXERS 
f'On TAKI:oiC AFF'IDAVITSj EVIDENCE; 
I~TERPRET.H!O!'i j MUNICIPAL j NO· 
TARIES 
DECORATOR; see ArPnt:STICESHIP 
DEED; ser RECtSTRY; suonT ron liS or 1 
CO:SVEYANCES 
DEER; see CA)IE AND FISIIERIES 
DENTISTRY 
UEFINITION OF TI:\lE 
Day, numbering of hours or, 2023 
Expressions of time, deemed standard time, 
2023 
~lonth,de6ned,2023 
Hail ways, fixing of time tables thereoF, 2023 
Regulations, Ontario ~lunicipal Board may 
act thereunder, 2023 
Varying reckoning of standard time, 2023 
Standard time, defined, 2023 
Regulations concernin~t, definition of, 2023 
DE:"<TISTRY; see also JL"Rons; LIQt.:OR 
CONTROL j PCBLtC HEALTH; PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS 
Acquillal, power of Board nOI\\;tbstandin{!, 
2477 
Action for malpractice, limitation of, 2-180 
Mliliation ""ith college•, 217 l 
Annual examinations, 217 ~ 
Fees, default of, 2·175 
When payable, 2H5 
Appeal, costs of, N79 
Procedure on, 2179 
Right or, 2479 
Application for license, requirements. 217:i 
or penalties, 2·176 
Board, absence of president and 'ice· 
president, 2-172 
Action on committee's report, 2-1-i9 
Admission of persons outside of Ontario, 
2473 
Annual meeting of, UH 
Appointment of discipline Committee. 
247i 
or examiners, 2~i3 
Bar of action against, 2479 
lly-law regulating conduct of election. 
2-m 
Cancellation of license by, 2477 
Composition of, 2170 
Consent to alienation of realty, 2470 
Duty reexaminations, 217.J. 
Elected members, 2-r;o 
Election, when held, 2.J.7l 
Executive comminee of, 2472 
Ex officio mcmliers, 2170 
167 
DENTISTHY 
Board, cont 'd 
filling vaCllncics, 2471 
First meeting of, 2 ~12 
Grants hy, 2173 
I nquiry rc misronduct, 2477 
Number of members, 24i0 
Officers of, 24i2 
Power to make by-laws, 24i3 
Quorum of, 21i0 
Regulations re st udents, 24i3 
Remunerat ion of members, 2472 
Hcprcseut ation of electoral districts, 2471 
Hc;ignation of member, 2171 
n cstorntion of certificate hy, 2480 
Special meetings of, 2472 
Subsequent meetings of, 2472 
Suspension of license by, 2477 
Term of office, 2470 
Vacancies, 2471 
Burden of proof of qunlificntion, 2477 
Dy- lnws, annulment of, 21-i3 
Power of Board to make, 2473 
Publication of, 24i3 
Regulating conduct of election, 2171 
Tenure and proceedings of committee, 
21-i8 
Cancdlation of license for misconduct, 2477 
Ccrtifiratc of license, annual return, 2475 
or lircn~c application for, 2!75 
C:mccllat ion of, 2477 
Eifert of, HiS 
f.,amination for, 21-71 
Granting of, 2 H4 
Issue of, 2474 
Lap'e of, 2475 
Practisin~t without,2476 
n equircments for, 2474 
n cstoration of, 24go 
1\ights conferred hy, 2474 
Suspension of, 2477 
College, bonrd of directors of, 2470 
Continued as a corporntion,2470 
l\lcmbcrs of, 2470 
Prnalty for establishing, 2476 
Powers re real estate, 2470 
Con,iction of indirtahlc offence, 2477 
Costs of inquiry, 2 li9 
Proceedings prior to notice, 2479 
Recovery of, 2479 
Scale of, 24i9 
Taxation of, 2479 
Vexatious complaint, 2179 
Counsel, employment by discipline com· 
mittee,2478 
Right of defendant to, 2478 
County court, practice on appeal, 2479 
County Courts Act, referred to, 2479 
Dental equipment, restriction rc use of, 
2476 
. Directors, consent to alienntion of real es· 
tate,2470 
Number of, 2470 
Quorum of, 2470 
n esignat ion of, 2471 
T erm of office, 2470 
Discipline committee, absence of defend· 
ant,2478 
Appointment of, 2477 
Bar of action against, 2479 
By-laws regulating, 2478 
Compelling attendance of witness, 2478 
Employment of counsel, 2478 
Evidence on inquiry, 2178 
:\leetings of, 2478 
Non-appearance of defendant, 2478 
Notice of meeting, 2478 
Number of members, 2477 
Place of meeting, 2478 
Powers of quorum,24i8 
Procedure on appeal from,2479 
Production of documents, 2478 
Quorum of, 2477 
Report of, 2479 
Secretary may be member, 2477 
Vacancies in, 2478 
Education, arrangements with other col· 
leges, 2474 
Election, by-law regulating, 2471 
How votes given, 2471 
:\lanner of holding, 2471 
Qualification of voters, 2471 
When held, 24 71 
Electoral districts, division of province into, 
2471 
168 
Electoral districts, cont' d 
Districts, representation on Board, 24il 
Schcdu le of, 2480 
Evidence, attendance of witnesses, 2478 
Certificate to be, 2475 
How given, 2478 
Onus of proof, 2477 
Production of documents, 2478 
Required on application for license, 2475 
Examinations, conduct of, 2474 
Held annually, 2474 
Prepayment of fees, 2475 
Substitution for, 2-1-74 
Examjners, appointment of, 2473 
Declaration of, 2474 
Remuneration of, 2474 
Executive committee, appointment of, 2472 
Duties of, 2472 
How composed, 2472 
I~q.tiry re misconduct, 2477 
Powers of, 2472 
Ratification of actions, 2472 
Validity of actions of, 2472 
Exorbitant charging of fees, 2-li7 
Faculty of Dentistry, representation 0 1~ 
Board, 2471 
Of tlcntistry, vacancy on Board, 2471 
Fees annual, 2475 
Effect of default, 2475 
Exorbitant charging of, 2477 
Fraudulent charging of, 2477 
Of examiners, 2474 
Payable to members of Board, 2472 
Prepayment of examination, 2475 
Recovery of, 2475 
When payable, 2475 
Witness, 2479 
Fraudulent charging of fees, 2477 
Funds, application of, 2472 
Payable to treasurer, 2472 
Grants, adjustment of claims, 2473 
Post graduate courses, 2473 
Protection of members, 2473 
Research, 2473 
Scholarships, 2473 
Indictable offence, conviction of. 2477 
Irregularities in proceedings, 2479 
DENTISTRY 
Lapse, renewal of license after, 2475 
Licentiate of Dental Surgery, who entitled 
to certificate, 2474 
Limitation of action for malpractice, 2480 
:\Ialpractice,. limitation of action for, 2480 
:\Iatriculation of students, 2473 
Medical Act, referred to, 2!80 
1\Iedical practitioners rights not affected, 
2480 
Meetings of Board, 2472 
Of discipline committee, 2478 
Minister of Education, consent re real cs· 
tate, 2470 
Of Education, ex officio director, 2470 
Of Health, ex officio director, 2470 
Misconduct, application for inquiry, 2477 
Inquiry by Board or committee, 2477 
Suspension or cancellation of license, 
2477 
Negligence, limitation of action for, 2480 
Non-appearance of defendant on inquiry, 
2·l78 
Notice of meeting of committee, 2478 
Ontario Gazette, publication of by-laws, 
2473 
Onus of proof of qualification, 2477 
Penalties, application of, 2476 
Contra,·ention of Act, 2476 
Default of payment of fees, 2475 
Practising without license, 2476 
Recovery of, 24 76 
Wrongful use of title, 2476 
Practice followed on appeal, 2479 
Practising without license, 24i6 
President, certificate to be signed by, 2475 
Election of, 2472 
Proceedings, irregularities in, 2479 
Prior to notice, costs of, 2479 
Professional misconduct, cancellation of li· 
cense,2477 
Uisconduct, suspension of license, 2477 
Prosecution, onus of proof, 2-l77 
Provincial Secretary, annual return, 2475 
Qualification of voters, 2471 
Real estate, alienation of, 2170 
169 
Consent of Board to alienation, 2470 
Of :Minister of Education, 2470 
DENI'ISTRY 
Heal estate, cont'd 
Notice of meeting of hoard, 2470 
Powers of college rc, 2470 
Heco,·cry of penalties, 2476 
Registrar, election of, 2472 
Remuneration of members of Board, 2472 
Renewal of license after lapse, 2475 
Resignation of director, 2471 
Restoration of license, 2<J.!!O 
School, penalty for establishing, 2476 
Secretary, annual return of licenses grant· 
ed,2475 
Appointment of, 2472 
Certificate signed by, 2475 
l\Iay be member of discipline committee, 
2477 
Remuneration of, 2472 
Special meetings of Doard, calling of, 2472 
Studt:nts, curriculum of studies, 2473 
Examination prior to entry, 2473 
Exception re, 2476 
Matriculation of, 2-H3 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 2476 
Suspension of license for misconduct, 2477 
Title, gr:mting of, 2-1-74 
Licentiate of Dental Surgery, 2474 
Wrongful use of, 2476 
Treasurer, appointment of, 2472 
Fund3 payable to, 2472 
Penalties payable to, 2476 
Remuneration of, 2 H2 
University of Toronto, representation on 
Board. 2471 
Vacancies in discipline committee, 2478 
On Board, 2471 
Yexatious complaint, costs to defedant , 2479 
Vice-President, election of, 2472 
Voters, qualification of, 2:t7l 
Votes how given, 2471 
Wit ness, compelling attendance of, 2-li8 
Fees of, 2479 
Subprena for, 2478 
DEPARnfE;:'I!T OF AGRfCULTURE 
"Agricultural College, :\finister to have 
control, 1040 
Annual report, by i\Tinister, 1041 
Laid before Assembly>, 1041 
Assembly, annual repor-t laid before, 1041 
DepartiLient, continued, 10110 
Defined, 1040 
Deputy Minister, appointment, 1040 
Executive Council Act, referred to, 1040 
:\1inister, annual report by, ](}<ll 
Appointment of assistance, 1040 
Appointment of outside officials, 1041 
Control over administration oflaw,l040 
Control over appropriations, 1040 
Control over college, I 040 
Defined, 1040 
Duties of, 1040 
Powers of, 1040 
Remuneration of officials by. 1041 
Ontario Agricultural College, control over, 
1040 
Veterinary College, control over,1040 
Powers of i\Ti nistP.r, 1040 
Public Service Act. referred to. 1040 
Regulations, defined, 1040 
Veterinary College, i\Iinister to have control 
of, 1040 
DEPART.\fENT OF ARCHIVES; see 
ARClltVES 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION; see 
also EDUCATION; SCHOOLS 
Agricultural education, apportionment of 
grants for, 4398 
Agriculture, basis of grants to teachers, 
4398 
Grants to teachers of, 4398 
Annual report, l\Iinisters, 4399 
A ppcals, hearing by Minister, 4399 
Art, basis of grants to teachers, 4398 
Grants to teachers of. 439!! 
Auxiliary Classes Act, referred to, 4397 
Auxiliary classes, apportionment of grants 
to,4397 
Payment of grants to, 4397 
Blind, schools for, 4395 
Book firms, illegal employment of inspec· 
tors, 4403 
Illegal employment of teachers, 4403 
170 
Book firms, cont'd 
Illegal employment of trustees, 4403 
Penalty. 4~03 
Books, sale by trustees in course of 
business, 4<W3 
Cadet Corps. apportionment of grants for, 
4397 
Regulat ions re, 4394, 4395 
Certificate, grant of temporary. 4399 
Certificates, grant to teachers of blind, 4398 
Grant to teachers of deaf, 4398 
Regulations re teachers, 4398 
Teachers of French. 4399 
Of Italian, 4399 
Of Spanish, 4399 
College of Art, deemed a technical schJol, 
4398 
Of Art. grants to, 4398 
Of education, acquisition of properly, 4401 
Affiliation of , 4401 
Appointment of officers, 4401 
Of professors. 4401 
Of teachers, •H01 
Appropriations for. 4401 
Conduct of, 4400 
Control of, 4395 
Course of s tudy, 4401 
Of training. 4401 
Equipment of buildings, 4401 
Erection of buildings, 440~ 
Establishment of, 4100 
Of buildings, 4401 
General powers of ;\Iinister. 4401 
Gran ting certificates, 4401 
Diplomas, 4401 
.\lanagement of, 4395 
Payment of expenses. 4-101 
Powers of ~linister, 4401 
Purposes of, <l<WO 
Collegiate institutes, regulations re, 439-l 
Commission, duties of, 4399 
Establishment of. 4399 
Powers of. 4399 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
I Cnurses of study, regulations re, 4395 
Court, submission of questions to, 4399 
Of Appeal, submission of questions to, 
4399 
Deaf, schools for, 4395 
Debentures, guarantee of school, 4400 
Dental inspection, apportionment of grants 
for, 4398 
I nspection, payment of grants for, 439B · 
Regulations re, 4395 
Department, defined, 4394 
Of Education, establishment of, 4394 
Deputy ~linister, appointment of, 4394 
Disputes. determination of by ~linister, 
4399 
Dumb, school~ for, 4395 
Education, ;\linister of, powers and duties, 
4394 
Examination hoards. appointment of mem· 
bers of, 4398 
Boards, establishment of, 4398 
Expenses of, 4398 
Prescription of du ties of, 4398 
Remuneration of members, 4398 
Fees, regulations re, 4395 
Examinations, regulation~ re conducting, 
4396 
High Schools Act. referred to, 4399, 4100 
High schools. apportionment of grants to, 
4397 
Notice of apportionment of grant. 4397 
R~gulnt ions re. 439~ 
Household science, basis of grants to teach-
ers,4398 
Grants to teachers of, 4398 
Inquiry. into any sc!Hlol matter, 43\)9 
Inspectors. appeals from decision of. 4399 
Appointmeut of, 4395 
Penalty for book agencies. 4403 
Prohibiting book agencies, 4102 
Regulations re duties, 4396 
Re qualification of, 4396 
l\indergartens. regulations of, 439·~ 
Consolidated schools. apportionment of Legislati,·e grants. apportionment of, 4397 
grant to. 4397 Regulations reapportionment, 4396 
Re~ulations re, 4394 
Continuation school~. regulations re, 439~ 
171 
Libraries. public. ~chool and tr:n·ell ing. ad· 
ministration of, 4394 
DEPAUTM ENT OF EDUCATION 
Library institutes, regulations re, 4394 
I nstitutes, re management, 1396 
Manual training, basis of grants to teach· 
er•, 4398 
Crants to teachers of, 4398 
J\ledical inspection, apportionment of grants 
for,4398 
Payment of grants for, 4398 
Regulations, 4395 
Military training, expenses for, 4397 
Minister, annual report of, 4399 
Appointments of,4395 
Defined, 4391 
Determination of disputes by,4399 
Duties of, 4394, 4396 
llenring appeals by, 4399 
Powers of, 4394, 4396 
To make rrgulations. 4395 
Submission of questions to Court, 4399 
Model •rhool~. nppnrtionmcnt of ffr:mt to, 
4397 
Control of,4395 
l\fana~emcnt of, 4395 
Music, basis of grants to teachers, 4398 
Crants to teachers of, 4398 
Night schools, regulations re,439i 
Normal ~claonls, apportionment of g.rant to, 
4397 
Control of, 4395 
Management of, 4395 
Officers, appointment of, 4395 
Prescription of duties, 4395 
Ontario College of Art, defined, 4398 
Payment of grants to, 4398 
Penalties, application of, 4403 
Prosccut ions for, 4403 
Recovery of, 4403 
Penalty, hook firms, 4403 
Inspectors, 4403 
School trustee, 4403 
Teachers, 4403 
Penny Dank, efTect of guarantee, 4400 
Form of guarantee, 4100 
Guarantee of investments of, 4400 
Limit of guarantee of investments, 4400 
Pla)ground", regulations re, 4394, 4395 
Pre,illing officer's fees, regulations re,4395 
Professional training schools, expenses of, 
4398 
Training schools, per diem allowance of 
students, 4398 
Public Inquiries Act, referred to, 4399 
Public libraries, regulations re, 4.194 
Regulations, re management, 4396 
Public Schools Act, referred to, 4399, 4400 
Public schools, regulations re, 4394 
Registrar, appointment of, 4394 
Defined, 4394 
Prescription of duties, 4395 
Regulations, administration of, 4394 
Affiliation of schools, 4396 
Apportionment lesislative grant, 4396 
Cadetcorps,4394,4395 
Collegiate institutes, 4394 
Conducting examinations, 4396 
Consolidated schools, 4394 
Continuation schools, 4394 
Courses in pedagogy, 4396 
Of study, 4395 
Defined, 4394 
Dental inspection, 4395 
Disapproval of by assembly, 4402 
Duties of inspectors, 4396 
Of teachers, 4396 
EfTect of <Bsappro,,aJ, 4402 
Enforcement of, 4394 
Establishment of, 4395 
Examination fees, 4395 
High schools, 4394 
Inspectors' superannuation allowance~, 
4396 
Kindergarten, 4394 
Laying before assembly, 4402 
Library institutes, 4394 
Management of library institutes, 4396 
Of public libraries, 4396 
or school libraries, 4396 
Of traveiJing libraries, 4396 
Medical inspection, 4395 
Night schools, 4394 
Playgrounds, 4394, 4395 
Power of Jllinister to make, 4395 
Presiding officers' fees, 4395 
Public libraries, 4394 
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Public schools, 4394 
Pupils' textbooks, 4395 
Qualification of inspectors, 43\16 
Of teachers, 4396 
School gardens, 4394, 4395 
Houses accommodation, 4395 
Equipment, 4395 
Libraries, 439-l 
Separate schools, 4394 
Teachers' qualification certificates, 4395 
Superannuation allowances, 4396 
Textbooks, 4395 
TraYelling libraries, 439-l 
Vocational Echools, 439-l 
Rural schools, apportionment of grants to, 
4397 
Scholarships, post-graduate study in France 
<1401 
Kegulations re condit ions, 4402 
Renumber, 4<W2 
Re terms, 4402 
School boards, payment of grants to, 4397 
Debentures, effect of guarantee, 4400 
Form of guarantee, 4400 
Guaranteeing payment of, 4100 
Rate of interest, 4400 
\'alidity of guarantt>ed, 4400 
Gardens, apportionment of grants for. 4397 
Regulations, 4394, 4395 
Grants, apportionment of, 4396 
Basis of apportionment, 4396 
Parment of, 4397 
Houses, regulations re accommodation, 
4395 
Regula tions, re equipment, 4396 
Inspections, apportionment of grants for, 
4397 
Libraries. apportionment of grants 10, 
4397 
Regulations re, 439'~ 
l\lanagement, 4396 
Schools for the blind, control of, 4395 
For the blind, managemeut of, 4395 
Teachers' certificate of qualification, 
4393 
For the deaf, control of, 4395 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
~[anagement of, 4395 
Teachers' certificate oL qualification, 
4398 
For the dumb, control of, 4395 
l\lanagement of, 4395 
Regulations re affiliation of, 4396 
Separate Schools Act, referred to, 4399 
Separate schools, powers of l\Ii nister re, 
4102 
Regulations re, 4394 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 4403 
Summer schools. control of, 4.395 
).Ianagement of, 4395 
Superannuation allowances, regulations re 
i ~spec tors. 4396 
Regulations, re teachers, 4396 
Teachers, acceptance of eYidence of quali-
fication, 4398 
Appointment of, 4395 
Apportionment of grants for examina· 
tions, 4397 
Cerrificate for French, 4399 
For Italian, 4399 
For Spanish, 4399 
Grant of temporary certificate, 4399 
Penalty re book agencieE, 4403 
QualHications, 4399 
Regulations re duties, 4396 
Re qualification certificates, 4396 
Re qualifications, 4396 
Unauthorized occupations, 4402 
Unnatnralized British subjects, 4399 
Teachers' institutes, control of, 4395 
:'llanagement of, 4395 
Technical schools, apportionment of grants 
for,4398 
Apportionment of grants to, 4397 
Text books, apportionment of grants for 
free, 4397 
Regulations re pupils, 4395 
Re teachers, 4395 
Tra\'elling libraries, apportionment of grant 
to,4397 
Regulations re, 439-l 
Management , 4396 
Trustee, penalty re book agencies, 4-W3 
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Trustee, cont' d 
Sale of !Jool.:s in ordinary course of busi· 
ness, 4403 
Trustees, prohibiting book agencies, 4402 
Universities, apportionment of grants to, 
4397 
Vacation schools, control of, 4395 
l\'lanagement of, 4395 
Vocational schools, regulations rc, 4394 
DEPAflDlENT OF LABOUR; see also 
AI'PJ!t;~TICF.SHIP; BUILDI~C TRADES 
PROTECTIO~; E~IPLODIE:'\T AGE~CIES; 
EXECUTIVE COIJ~CIL; FACTORY, SHOP 
AND OFFICE BUILDI~c; I'>DIJSTRIAI. 
STA:'\OAilDS; LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY; 
MI:"IMU~I WAGE; ONE DAY'S REST IN 
SE\'EN; OPERATING ENt:lr>EERS; STEAM 
BOILER 
Act, administered, 1018 
Board, allowance to, 1020 
Appointment of. 1020 
By-laws of, 1020 
Creation of, 1020 
Defined, 1020 
Powers of, 1020 
Public inquiric:: by. 1020 
Caisson work, regulations for. 1021 
Chairman of Board, 1020 
Compressed air, regulations for, 1021 
Department, Act administered by. 1018 
By whom .Presided over, 1018 
Duties o f, 1018-1020 
Deputy Minister. appointment of. 1018 
Duties of. lOlfi 
Power of, 1020 
Employees, appointment of, 1018 
Employment bureaux, department to estab· 
lish and regulate, 1019 
Industries, department to collect informa· 
tion re, 1019 
Industry and Labour Board, appointment 
of, 1020 
Powers of, 1020 
Inquiry, Board may hold public, 1020 
Inspector. when may stop work. 1021 
Investigation, Minister may direct Board to 
bold, 1020, 1021 
;\I inister of Labour presides over Depart· 
ment, 1018 
Officers. Bl}POintment of, 1018 
Penalty for obs tructing, 1021 
Right to access, 1021 
Order, penalty for non-compliance, 1022 
Public inquiries. by whom heard, 1020 
Public Inquiries Act, referred to, 1021 
Records, penalty for falsifying, 1021 
Regulation, confirmation of former, 1021 
Exist ing, 1021 
For workmen, 1021 
Statistics, department to collect, 1019 
Summarr Convictions Act, referred to, 1021, 
1022 
Tunnels, regulations for, 1021 
Work, when may be stopped, 1022 
Workmen, regulations for protection, 1021 
DEPARTMENT OF LANDS AND FOR· 
ESTS: see PUBLIC LANDS 
DEPART:'I'IENT OF LANDS DOCU· 
:.\tENTS; see EVIDENCE 
DEPART;\lENT OF MUNICIPAL AF· 
FAIRS 
Accounting Department, approval of, 879 
Regulations of, 878 
Act, ending of application, 898 
Provisions to prevail, 898 
Actions, application to proceed, 884 
Stay of, notice, 884 
Until leave of Board, 884 
su~pension of limitation. 884 
O f statutes of limitation, 884 
Agreements, cancella tion of, 888 
Departmental approval to, 888 
Effect of. 895 
New, by Housing Commission, 895 
Variation of, 888 
Annual report of Department. 877 
When subm:ued, 877 
Appeal, 883. 893, 894 
By Department, 893 
Procedure on. 894 
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Appeal, cont'd 
From order of Department, 883 
Procedure on, by Department, general, 
894 
Right of Depa1tment to, 893 
To appeal decision, County Court 
J udge,894 
Court of Re' ision, 894 
To ~Iinister from Department, 883 
Application to proceed wi th action. 88-t 
Appointment of Deputy ~Iinister. 877 
Of special auditor, 880 
Of staff, 877 
Approval by creditors to order by Board,887 
Assessment Act, referred to, 889, 893, 894 
Assessment appeal by Department. 893 
Controlled by Department, 885 
Right of Department to appeal, 893 
Audit, appointment of special auditor, 880 
Controlled by Department, 885 
Effect of, 881 
Evidence on oath, 880 
Extent of, 880 
Fees of, 881 
Petition for, 880 
Provincial, of municipality, 880 
Public Tnquirics Act, applicable. 880 
Regulation of, 878 
Report to Deputy :\f inister, 880 
Result of, 880. 881 
Auditor, appointment of special. 880 
~ lay be officer of Department, 880 
Powers on municipal audit, 880 
Powers under Public Inquiries Act. 880 
Board, access to books, and records, 896 
Agreements. ratification by, 886 
Cancellation of debenture debts, 886 
Compromise by. 886 
Consolidation of debt, 885 
Debentures for consolidation. 886 
Defined,876 
Deputy ~!inister not member. 883 
Enforcing of orders by, 896 
Injunction by. 897 
Inquiry by, 882 
Into separate school, 883 
Issue of debenture by, 886 
1 urisdiction of, 895 
Leave to proceed "·ith ac tion, 884 
~[anagement of funds by, 886 
~!ay order cessation of control. 898 
.\'otice of objections filed with, 887 
Ontario JI unicipal Board, 876 
Order as to debentures, 888 
Postponement of payment of debenture.;. 
886 
Powers of, 896 
1\' ith respect to debt, 885 
Rc,·icwing of orders by, 895 
Separate Schools. powers re. 887 
Sinking funds by, 886 
Special jurisdiction of. 882 
When exercisable, 882 
Special reserves by, 886 
Substituted debentures by. 886 
Terms of debentures by. 886 
Variation of debt by, 886 
Of order by. 887 
Borrowings controlled by Department, 885 
Bureau of ~Iunicipa l Affairs. jurisdiction 
transferred, 878 
Staff transferred , 878 
By·la"·s. appro,·al of Department required. 
888 
Assent of electors not required, 888 
Cancellation of plans, City of Windsor, 893 
Department may require, 893 
Certificate of Redemption, form of. 891 
Registration, effect of, 891 
Cheques. consent of Department to i$sue, 889 
How issued on default, 888 
City oi Windsor Act, 1932. referred to, 893 
City of Trindsor (Amalgamation) Act.l93.5, 
referred to, 898 
Collector roll returned. 889 
Compromise by Board re debt, 886 
Contr:Jct, cancellation of. 888 
Departmental appro,·al to, 888 
Variation of. 888 
C<>uncillors. di•quali fica tion of, of [unds. 8!17 
Personal liability of. 897 
County Rates, payment br Department,889 
Seulement of, 889 
To he paid. 889 
Court of Re,·ision, appointment, 889 
:'ieed not be councillors. 889 
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Court of Revision, cont'd 
Three members, 889 
Creditors, approval to order, 887 
Objection by, to order, 887 
Request to Hoare! to Act, 882 
Crown, interest of, in land not affected, 890 
DE.'bcntttrf'S, approval of Department, 888 
Approval of Department to by-laws, 888 
Assent of electors to by-law5, 888 
Issue by Board, 886 
In substitution, 886 
:ro cover consolidation, 8ll6 
Not to form part of debt, 888 
Postponement of payment, 886 
Terms of, 886 
Variation of, 886 
Debt, agrl'ement an(! compromise, 886 
CO!l$olirlatinn of. 885 
DcbcnturP debt, 886 
Debentures not to form, 888 
Exch1'ion of in determining percentage 
consenting, 887 
In determining percentage objecting, 
887 
Of separate schools, 887 
Default. avoidance of, 879 
Control of Department on, 885 
Departmental control, on, 005 
Failure to meet debenture debt, 882 
Tn meet other liabilitics, 882 
Tn provide adequate fnnd~. 882 
Financially emharrassed, 882 
Jurisdiction nver local boards on, 883 
Notice on, 883 
Stay of act ions on, 884 
Defaulting municipalities, appeals from 
Department, 883 
Failure to meet debenture debt, 882 
To meet other liabilities.882 
To provide adequa1c funds. 882 
Financially embarra~sed, 882 
Improved land .• defined, 882 
Inquiry. 882 
Liable for county rates. 889 
Registrar. defined. 882 
RegiHry office, defined, 882 
Special jurisdiction over, 882 
Vacant land, defined, 882 
Department access to books and records, 896 
Advisory powers of, 879 
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All returns to, 880 
Annual report of, 877 
When submitted, 877 
Appointment of office of municipalit)' by, 
897 
Approval of registration, 891 
To variat ion of agreements, 888 
Authorizing compromise of tax appeals, 
894 
Collection of municipal sta tistics, 878 
Consent required to levy rate, 889 
Control exercisable by, 884 
Generally, 885 
Of land by. 892 
Of proceeds of lands vested in. 893 




License and permit fees, 885 
Municipal officers. 884 
Rates and collection, 885 
Revenues and expenditu res, 884 
Sale of assets. 885 
Sinking funds. 884 
Uti lity rates. 885 
Council to be heard rc salaries, 898 
Defined. 876 
Dcpu t )•·~linister appointment of, 877 
Direction rc return nf collector's roll, 889 
Enforcing of orders by, 896 
Expenses of, 897 
Fixing fees of audit, 881 
Full control over finances. 888 
Hearing by, 879 
Housing commiss'nn. new agreements, 895 
Incidental power~. 879 
In"'.:st igation by, 879 
J nrisdict ion of, 877. 896 
Of Bureau transferred. 878 
Over Housing Acts. 877 
Over local boards, 883 
]\fay approve other systems, 879 
Combine municipal offices. 897 
Require cancelbtion of plans. 893 
::'ll:nistPr shall preside. 877 
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Department, cont'd 
l\o jurisdiction over hydro, 881 
Officers may be auditors, 880 
Of l\lunicipal Affairs, 876 
Payment of county rates, 889 
Power to dismiss municipal officers, 897 
To end cont rol of, 898 
To obtain returns, 881 
Powers as result of audit, 881 
Exercisable by municipality, 896 
Of, 878, 883, 896 
Preparation of statistics, 878 
Prescribing systems and forms, 879 
Procedure on appeal by, 894 
On general appeal by, 894 
Publication of sta tistics, 878 
Reference to Director of Bureau, 880 
Regulation of municipal accounting, 878 
Of municipal audit, 878 
Of municipal return, 878 
Reviewing of orders by. 895 
Right to appeal assessment, 893 
Decision County Court Judge. 894 
Decision Court of Re,·ision, 894 
Shall be established, 877 
Staff of Bureau transferred, 878 
Studying municipal government. 879 
Time for appeal, 893 
To approve appointment of Court of Re· 
"is ion. 889 
Debenture by·laws, 888 
Issue of debentures, 888 
Registration tax certicate. 890 
Vesting control of municipality in. 883 
Deputy :\linister, defined, 876 
Director of Housing Acts, 87i 
Not to sit on Board, 883 
Of :Municipal Affairs. 876 
Powers of inquiry, 877 
Report to. on municipal audi t. 880 
Disqualification of Councillor, 881 
Of memhers of local board, 881 
Electors, assent not required, 888 
Estimates controlled by Department. 885 
What included in. 885 
Evidence on oath. 8110 
Fees of municipal audit, 881 
Paid by municipality, 881 
Hegistering redemption certificate, 892 
Tax certificate, improved land, 892 
Vacant land, 892 
Vacation certificate, 892 
Searches, 892 
Forms, certificate of redemption. 891 
Municipality to comply with, 879 
Notice of registration of Tax Arrears 
Certificate, 899 
Of tax certificate, 890 
Of municipal returns, 878 
Prescribed by Department, 8i9 
Redemption certificate, 900 
Substantial compliance sufficient. 896 
Tax arrears certificate, 899 
Tax certificate, 890 
Vacating certificate, 893. 900 
funds, misapplication of, 897 
Hearing by Department, 879 
Housing Acts, Deputy :\linister director. 877 
J urisdiction over, 877 
Municipal Housing Act .. l920. 877 
Ontario Housing Act,l919. 8i7 
Housing Commission, new agreements by, 
895 
r mproverl land, fees payable for registra· 
tions, 892 
Formalities re vesting, 890 
Interest of Crown reserved, 890 
Proceeds of sale, 893 
Redemption of, 890 
Right of redemption, 891 
Vesting of in municipality, 890 
What included in tax certificate, 892 
Injunction by Board, 897 
Inquirr, partial or full, 882 
Powers of, 877 
Public /nquiri<'s Act. applicable, 877 
lrn·estigation by Department. 879 
Jurisdiction, municipal instil utions and 
affairs. 877 
Of Board, 895 
Of Department, lli7, 8i8. 896 
On default, 883 
Of municipality. 895 
Ontario Municipal Board included, 877 
O>er Housing Acts, 877 
Other Acts, 877 
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Jurisdict ion, cont'd 
Special of Board, 882 
Land Titles Office, registration of certifi· 
cates in, 892 
Land Transfers Tax Act, no tax payable,892 
Referred to, 892 
License and permit fees controlled by De· 
partment, 885 
Duty to appoint auditors, 881 
Failure to comply with oruers, 897 
To make returns, 881 
J urisdiction and powers, 89.5 
Liable for county rates. 889 
Provincial audit, 880 
Lien, 884, 891, 894 
For taxes, 894 
On redemption, 891 
Priority of, 894 
Liens, protected, 884 
Lieut.-Gov., report of Depart:nent to, 877 
To appoint deputy Minister, 877 
Staff, 877 
Local Board defined, 876 
Jurisdiction of Department o\·er. 883 
Non-compliance with order~. 891 
l.\linistcr, appeals to, 883 
Defined, 876 
Of :'11unicipal Affairs, 876 
Mistake vacating cert ificate correcting. 893 
Municipal Housing Act, 1920, referred to, 877 
::\funicipal Affairs, department of, 877 
Affairs, Minister shall pre; ide, 877 
Government, studying of, 819 
Institutions, jurisdiction over. 877 
Officers, control of, 884 
Dismissal of, 897 
Revenues and expenditures controlled by 
Department, 884 
l\T unicipal ity. appointment of officer of, 897 
Defined, 876 
Department to Act on behalf of. 896 
Dut)' to appoint auditors, 881 
Failure to comply with orders, 897 
To make returns, 881 
Jurisdiction and powers, 89.5 
Liable for county rates, 889 
Provincial auclit. 880 
Requir~ments on result of audit, 881 
Stay of act ions on default, 884 
Subject to Act, 898 
To comply with forms, 879 
Systems, 879 
To pay salaries, 898 
Vesting control of, in Department , 883 
Of improved lands in, 890 
Of vacant lands in, 889 
When deemed defaulting, 882 
Notice, forms of, substantial compliance, 8% 
Not to apply to incidental matters, 887 
Of default, 883 
Of exercise of powers, 887 
or intention to exercise powers, 887 
Of regis tration of tax certifi cate, 890 
Wl1en not required, 888 
Officer appointed by Department, 897 
Not affected by audit , 881 
Ontario Gazette, notice of, 883 
Exercise of powers by Board, 887 
Ontario IIousing Act, 1919, ref<!rred to, 877 
Ontario Municipal Board Act, 1932, ref~>r· 
r ed to, 877, 878, 898 
Order of Roard , approval of. 887 
As to debentures, 888 
Objection to, 887 
Variation of, 887 
Orders by Board, 895 
Final, subject to review, 895 
Non-compliance, liability of Councillors, 
. 897 
Not to be questioned in Court, 895 
Refusal to comply with. 896 
Reviewing by Board, 895 
Department, 895 
Penalty, Councillor disqualified, 881 
For failure to comply with Act, 881 
For non-compliance wi th orders, 897 
:\I ember of local board disqualified. 881 
Pet ition for provincial audit, 880 
Power, intention of Board to exercise, 888 
Of Department to obtain returns, 881 
Powers. aclvi~ory, 879 
Collection of municipal st11 tis rics, 878 
T ncidental, 879 
\fay at>prove other systems, 879 
Of Board re separate schools, 887 
Of Department, 878,883 
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Powers, cont'd 
And Board, 896 
or inquiry,877,879 
Of municipality under Act, 895 
Preparation of statistics. 878 
Prescribing systems and forms, 879 
Public Inquiries Act, applicable, 877 
Regulation of municipal accounting, 878 
or municipaJ audit, 878 
Of municipal returns, 878 
or statistics, 878 
Studying municipal government, 879 
To Yest control of municipality in Board, 
883 
Procedur~ on appeal by Department, 894 
On general appeal by Department. 894 
Provincial audit, when ordered, 880 
Public Inquiries Act, referred to. 877. 880 
Public utili ty defined, 876 
Rate, levy on default, 889 
Rates control by Department, 885 
Redemption, amount required for, 891 
Determination of amount payable. 891 
Lien on redemption, 891 
Registration of certificate. 891 
Right of, 891 
Time for, 891 
Rc~tistrar, duties of. 892 
Fees of, 892 
Registration of tax arrears certificate, 890 
Registrations, Land Transfer Tax Act not 
applicable, 892 
Registry Act, referred to. 891.893 
Reserve funds, 886 
Returns. failure by municipality. 881 
Regulation of. 878 
To Department, 880 
Rules and regulations. powers of Depart· 
ment. 896 
Powers of Board, 896 
Salaries, Council to be heard. 89R 
To be paid by munic ipal ity, 898 
Sale of assets, controlled by Department, 885 
Proceeds of, controlled by Department. 893 
Security not affected by audit. 881 
SC"parate school, inquiry into, 883 
Power of Board re debt, 887 
Sinking funds controlled by Department, 884 
Staff, appointment of, 877 
Of Bureau transferred, 878 
Statistics, collection of, 878 
Publication of, 878 
Statutes of limitations, suspension of, 884 
Provided application made, 88-' 
Stay of action on defauJt, 884 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 881 
Surety not affected by audit, 881 
Tax certificate approval required to regis· 
tration, 890 
Duties of treasurer on registration of, 890 
Form of,890 
Registration of, 890 
Vacation where registered in error, 893 
Taxes, certificate of arrears, registration of, 
890 
Compromise not to affect lien, 89'l 
Of arrears authorizetl, R94 
Duties of treasurer on registration, 890 
Extcn~ion of time for payment. 894 
Interference with compromise, 895 
Not affected by vacating certificate, 893 
Reduction of amount. 894 
Yesting of improved lands, 890 
Of vacant lands, 889 
Treasurer, certificate as to arrears, 891 
Duties on registrar ion of certificate, 890 
Not to interfere with compromise, 895 
Utility rates. control by Department, 885 
Vacant land, fees payable for registrations, 892 
Interest of Crown reserved. 890 
Proceeds I){ sale, 893 
Redemption of, 889 
Right of redemption, 891 
Vesting of, 890 
In ~[unicipality. 889 
What included in tax rertifirate. 892 
Vacating cenificate. e!T!'ct of. 89.3 
Form of, 893 
~otto affect taxes, 893 
Rrgistered where mistake, 893 
DEPART:.\rE~T OF PUBLIC WELF.\RE 
Annual report, 932 
Appointment of inspector, 932 
1 Creation of. 931 
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Defined, 931 
DissP.mination of information, 931 
Funds, regulations by Lieut.·Gov. re, 932 
Tnquirics, 931 
Inspector. appointment, 932 
Duties, 932 
Tnvcstigations, 931 
JurisJiction of, 931 
Lieut.·Gov., cleclaration re charitable in· 
stitutions, 932 
Duties of inspector, 932 
Minister, defined, 931 
In charge of Department, 931 
Obtaining statistics. 931 
Power to disseminate information, 931 
Ins titute inquiry, 931 
Tnvesti·~me organizations. 931 
J\lake recommPnclations. 932 
Obtain statistics, 9.31 
Secure observance of Acts. 931 
Powers of generally, 931 
Rl•commenJat ions of, 932 
Regulations by Lieut.-Gov., 932 
SPcuring ohsen•ance of Acts, 931 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS: 
see runuc WORKS 
DEP,\RTi\fENT OF TilE TREASURY : 
see A UOIT j CO!"SOI.IDATED REVF.NUF. 
t' U'IO; C:ORPORATIO:o<S TAXj lNCO~H: 
TAX; LAW STAMP5j PROVI:-ICIAI. 
I.O ANS j PURLIC REVE:'iUE j SUCCESSION 
DUTY 
DEPF.ND.\:-IT'S RELIEF 
Allowance as maintenance, 234S 
Relirf, how allowance payable, 2348 
Property conveyed, 23<W 
Amo1mt of payments, a limit of each allow· 
ance.2350 
Total of all allowances, 2350 
What debts first cleducted, 2350 
Appeal to Court of Appeal, 2351 
Applications for allowance. effect on di•· 
trihution of estate, 234S 
Extending time for making. 234S 
Procedure on applocation, 2348 
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To whom made, 2348 
When estate distributed, 2348 
Letters probate applied for, 234S 
Made, 2348 
Where beneficiary mentally defective, 
2M9 
Who may make. 234S 
Applications of R.S. c. 123, 2351 
Conveyance of property as relief, who gives 
directions, 2348 
Costs of application, 2351 
What Judge considers in fixing, 2351 
Court of Appeal, decision final, 2351 
Power on approval, 2351 
Definitions, meaning of applicant, 2347 
~leaning of dependant, 2347 
Executor. 2347 
Leiters probate, 2317 
Testator, 2317 
Wili,23H 
Executor, what included, 2347 
.T utlge on applica tion fo r power, re cost~. 
2351 
What to consider, 2349, 2350 
Letters probate, what included, 2347 
~rental hospital, applicant may be patien: 
within, 2347.2348 
Service on public trustee, where pa tient 
dies in, 2349 
Where person interested is a patient in, 
2349 
No appeal as to costs, 2351 
Notice to parties before making order, 
2349 
Official guardian, making application for. 
2348 
When applicant, 2347 
On application, \\hat Judge to con~ider, 
23-19.2350 
Order for maintenance, necessary circum-
stances. 2348 
What nrriN inclurlecl. 2348 
\\1w makes order, 2347 
Powers of Judge, extendins time for appl i-
cation, 23-~8 
Procedure on appl ication. how evidence 
given, 2349 
How evidence, recorded, 2349 
What Judge to consider. 2349. 2350 
DESERTED WIVES' AND CHILDREN'S MAINTENANCE 
Procedure, cont'd 
Who entitled to be heard, 2349 
P ublic trustee, appearing at application 
for, 2349 
Application after notice of ·letters pro-
bate, 2349 
Making application for, 2348 
When applicant, 2347 
Where served with application, 2349 
Removing application to Supreme Court, 
powers of Supreme Court Judge. 2349 
To Supreme Court, procedure in Supreme 
Court,2349 
When ordered, 2349 
Where possible to, 2349 
Who can make application, 2349 
Who orders removal, 2349 
Requirements for order, how notice given, 
2349 
Service on all interested, 2349 
Service of notice of application, postpones 
distribution, 2348 
Powers of executors, 23-iS 
What payments then made, 2348 
Services to testator, applicant of judgment 
credi tor, 2350 
Applicant of ordinary creditor, 2350 
How claims to rank, 2350 
Judge may fix thei r value, 2350 
Payment for, 2350 
What service5 considered, 2350 
Supreme Court Judges, powers, 2349 
Surrogate Judges, power to give allowance, 
2347,2348 
Power to make conveyance, 2348 
To make Yesting orders, 2318 
Testator, what included, 2347 
What considered before making order for, 
2349,2350 
Where no order made, 2350 
Widow disqualified, 2350 
Who are dependants, 2347 
Maintained, 2346 
Liable for, 2346 
]lhy be applicant for, 2347 
Will , what included, 2347 
DEPUTY; see 1:-ITERPRETATIO:'<; PUBLIC 
SERVICE 
DEPUTY LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR; 
see I.IEUTENA 1\T·COVER:-IOR 
DESCENT; see DEVOLUTION or ESTATES 
DESCENT CAST; see LI~IITATlONS 
DESERTED WIVES' AND CIIILDRE~'S 
MATNTEXANCE; sec also CHILD· 
RE:-1'5 ~IAINTENA!\CE 
Adultery, finding of magistrate, 2339 
Of husband, when deemed desertion, 2~33 
Of wife, when bar to maintenance, 2338 
Appfication may be heard in private, 2340 
Apprehension of bodily injury, constitutes 
cruelty, 2338 
Of injury to health, constitutes cruelty, 
2338 
Complaint, who may lay, 2339 
Conduct, r.onstituting cruelty, 2338 
Confirmation of order, 2339 
Cruelty, conduct constituting, 2338 
Defined, 2338 
When deemed desertion, 2338 
Default u•1der order, imprisonment, 2340 
Summons may be issued, 2340 
Warrant for arrest, 2340 
Desertion of child, neglect to maintain. 
2339 
Of child, neglect to supply necessaries, 
2339 
Order for maintenance, 2339 
Refusal to maintain, 2339 
To supply necessaries deemed, 2339 
Of wife, adultery of husband deemed, 
2338 
Cruelty deemed, 2338 
Defined, 2338 
Neglect deemed, 2338 
Refusal to supply necessaries deemed, 
2338 
Di,•ision Conrl, enforcing order in, 2340 
Filing order in, 2340 
DEPOSIT IN REGISTRY OFFICE; see Enforcement of order, by imprisonment, 
CUSTODY OF DOCUMENTS 2340 
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Enforcement of order, cont'd 
By ~ummons, 2340 
lly warrant, 2340 
Execution in Divi~ion Court, 2340 
Filing in Di,;sion Court, 2340 
.T udgmcnt summnns in Division Court, 
2310 
Expenses, paymeut of, 2310 
Finding of adultery, 2339 
Form, of order, 2341 
Of summons, 2341 
Hearing, before magistrate,2338 
Of application in private, 2340 
Imprisonment, when default under order, 
2340 
Information laid before justice of the .peace 
2338 
Judge of juvenile court, jurisdiction re 
child desertion, 2339 
Judgment summons, enforcing oruer Lr, 
2340 
Justice of the Peace, information laid before 
2338 
Summons issued by, 2338 
J\fagistrate, hearing befor~, 2338 
Jurisdiction re chi ld desertion, 2339 
Order for maintenance by, 2338 
l\laintenancc of child, to whom payable. 
2339 
Order for, by magistrate, 2338 
Neglect to maintain child, 2339 
To supply necessaries, 2338, 2339 
Order for maintenance, barred by wife'!. 
adultery, 2338 
For maintenance by juvenile comt judge. 
2339 
By magistrate, 2336 
Confirming, 2339 
Enforcement of, 23•10 
Enforcing in division court, 2340 
Filing in division court, 2~40 
Form of, 2338 
For weekly sums, 2338 
Grounds for, 2338 
Of child, 2339 
Private hearing for, 2340 




Who may confirm, 2339 
Rescind, 2339 
Vary, 2339 
Form of, 2341 
Payment of maintenance, time limit for, 
2339 
Personal violence, need not be proved, 2338 
Refusal to maintain child, 2339 
To supply necessaries, 2338, 2339 
Rescinding of order, 2339 
Separation agreement, effect of, 2338 
Excluding Act , 2338 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 2340 
Summons for desertion of child, 2339 
Form of, 2338 and 2341 
When default under order, 2340 
Time limit for payment of maintenance, 
2339 
Varying Q{ orrler, 2339 
Warrant for arrest, when default under 
order. 2340 
DETECTIVES; see PRIVATE DtTECTIVES 
DETOURS; see I!ICHWAY IMPROVEMENT 
DE VENTRE INSPICIENDO; see J URORS 
DEVOLUTION OF ESTATES; see also 
Af.IF.NS' REAL PROPEllTY; APPORTIO:..· 
)IE~T; CUSTODY OF DOCUMENTS; 
DOWER; EXECUT ION; lt'iVESTIGATI0:-1 
OF TITLES; LAND TITLES; LANDLORD 
ANO TEKANT; )!ECI!ANICS' LIEN; 
~I ORTCACE TAX; QUIETING TITLES; 
REGISTRY; RELI GIOUS INSTITUTIONS j 
VEKDORS AND PURCIIASERS 
Absentee, consent of Official Guardian, 1806 
Act ion for foreclosure, if mortgagor de· 
ceased, 1801 
For sale, if mortgagor deceased, 1801 
Administration, application of law re, 179') 
Payment of costs of, 1799 
Administrator of personalty only, 1807 
With will annexed, rights preserved, 1804 
Advancement, calculation of value of, lfllO 
Advancement, cont'd 
Education of child not, 1810 
;\laintenance of child not, 1810 
To child of intestate, 1810 
Affidavit, use of, in proceedings, 1812 
Verifying withdrawal of caution, 1813 
Appl ication of assets, 1799 
Appointment, power of, devolution in case 
of, 1798 
Assets, preservation of rules re order of, 
1799 
Real and persona], rateable application 
of, 1799 
Assigns of beneficiaries, late caution un, 
1805 
Of beneficiaries, vesting of realty in, lfl(JJ 
Vesting where no letters, 1803 
Beneficiaries, assigns of, vesting of rrolty in, 
1803 
Consrnt to distriLutiou, 1807 
To sale, dispensing with, 180i 
For distribution, 1806 
Uivision within three years, 1807 
Liability after distribution of persona.lty, 
1812 
For debts, 1808, 1809 
Non-concurring, consent to sale for, 1806 
Vesting, if will not registered, 1803 
In absence of letters, 1803 
or probate, 1803 
Of realty in, 1802 
In several, 1805 
Beneficiary, application to vacate caution, 
1805 
Receipt of sale proceeds by, 1808 
Caution, affidavit verifying withdrawal, 1813 
After three years, 1805 
Requirements, 1804 
Application by beneficiary to vacate, 1805 
Certificate withdrawing, 1813 
Eff eel of if it specifies realty, 1803 
Registration of, 1803 
Form of,18 12 
Registmtion by creditor, 1808 
If letters not granted, 1804 
Under repealed statute, 1ROS 
Renewa.l of, 1803 
DEVOLUTION OF ESTATES 
Signature by one representative, 1805 
Verification of, 1803 
Withdrawal of, 1803 
Withdrawal of, 1803 
Certificate withdrawing caution, 1813 
Child, intestate without wlfe or.jssue, 1812 
Of intestate, advancement to, 1810 
Education of, 1810 
Maintenance of, 1810 
Convey, power of personal representative to, 
1807 
Costs of administration, payment of, 1799 
Creditor, registration of caution by, 1808 
Registration of, lis pendens by, 1808 
Curtesy, election of husband to take, 1811 
Payment in sat isfaction of on sale, 1801 
Sale by personal representative free from, 
1801 
Debts, after purchase with notice, 1809 
Discharge of realty from, 1808, 1809 
Liabil ity of beneficiaries of personalty for, 
1812 
Of beneficiary for, 1809 
Of realty after division, 1808 
While vested, 1809 
Payment of, 1799 
Power of sale to pay, 1806 
Deceased. property of, vesting in represen· 
tati,·e, 1798 
Deed of election by widow, 1800 
Deputy official guardian, appointment of, 
1812 
Descent of estate of intes tate married 
woman, 1811 
Of personalty of intestate, 1811 
Where widow and no issue, 1802 
Devolution, exceptions to , 1799 
What property subject to, 1798 
Distribution, applying for within three 
years, 1807 
C~>n~cnt of beneficiaries to sale for, 1806 
or public trustee to, 1807 
Effect of illegitimacy on, 1810 
In absence of probate, approval to, 1807 
or esta te of intes tate married woman, 
1811 
or personalty after one year, 1812 
liabilit)' of beneficiaries after, 1812 
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Distribution, cont'd 
Liahility of intestate, 1811 
Power of, probate needed for, 1807 
Sale for purpose of, 1806 
With consent of beneficiaries, 1807 
Within thr~e years, without order, 1807 
Without consent of beneficiaries, 1807 
Distributive share, election by widow to 
take, 1800 
Domicile out of Ontario, 1799 
Dower, election of distributive share in 
lieu of, 1800 
Payment in satisfaction of on sale, 1801 
Preservation of widow's right to, 1800 
Sale by personal r epresentative free from, 
1801 
Education, now advancement, 1810 
Election. if widow a mental incompetent, 
1800 
If widow an infant, 1800 
In mental hospital, 1801 
Of widow to take distributive share, 1800 
Estate tail excepted from devolution, 1799 
Exceptions to devolution, 1799 
Foreclosure, if no representati ,·e of mort-
gagor, 1801 
Funeral expenses, payment of, 1799 
Guardian, local, appointment of, 1806 
Official, consent when required, 1807 
Heir. when personal representative deemed, 
1799 
Husband of intestate, election by, 1811 
llletd timacy, effect of on distribution, 1810 
Improvements tn realty in absence of cau· 
tion, 1805 
f ncnmpetent , mental. consent to sale for. 
1806 
lufant, real estate of, requirements re sale, 
1805, 1806 
Where widow an. 1800 
Int f'stacy. share of widow on, 1802 
Intestate child, without wife or issue, 1812 
J oint personal representatives, sale of 
rea It y by, 1799 
Judicature Act, referred to, 1806, 1812 
Land T itl<'s Act, referred to, 1802, 1803 
Lease. power of personal representative to, 
1809 
Lcgitimatio" Act, referred to, 1810 
Limitation, words of, 180u 
Lis pendens, registration by creditor, 1808 
~Iarried woman, intestate distribution of 
estate of, 1811 
Mental Hdspitals Act, referred to, 1801, 1807 
:\!ental incompetency, 1798 
:\len tally incompetent person, 1798 
:\Iortgage of realty, devolution of, 1800 
Power of personal representative to, 1809 
.\lortgagor, in mortgage action, 1801 
Procedure if no representative of, 1801 
Official guardian, appointment of deputy of, 
1812 
Guardian, consent of to distribution, 1807 
Consent of to sale of infant's realty, 
1805 
Election by, 1800 
Personal property, limitation on adminis-
trator of, 1807 
Property, what to be considered, 1798 
Representative, applicat ion of law re, 
1799 
As administrator of personalty only, 
1807 
Caution after three years, 1804 
Defined, 1798 
Division within three years, 1807 
Without order, 1807 
Joint, sale of realty by, 1799 
Liability to creditors, 1810 
To purchaser, 1808 
Powers of distribution by, 1807 
or ~ale of, 1806 
Over realty, 1806 
To lease, 1809 
To mortgage, 1809 
Registrat ion of caution by, 1803 
Rights preserved, 1804 
Sale within three years, 1807 
Without order, 1807 
Signature of caut ion by one, 1805 
What property vests in, 1798 
When deemed heir, 1799 
Without probate, approval to distribu-
tinn by, 1807 
Approval to sale by, 1807 
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Personalty, distribution of, 1811 
Distribution of after one year, 1812 
Law of applying to realty, 1799 
Liability of beneficiaries after distrib~­
tion of, 1812 
Power of appointment, de,·olution in case 
of, 1798 
Practice and procedure, rules of, 1812 
P robate, application of Jaw re, 1799 
Necessity of, for sale or distribution. l80i 
Property of testator, application of. 1799 
Public trustee, consent of to distribut:o:a. 
1807 
T rustee, consent to sale. 1807 
Election by, 1801 
Purchase of realty, from beneficiary. 18()9 
Of realty from represenlat ive,1808 
Liability for debts, 1808 
Remedies of, 1808 
With notice of claims, 1809 
Real estate, application to ,-acate cautiot~ 
on,1805 
Estate, caution after three years, 180-! 
Caut ion by creditor against. 1808 
Division within three years, 1808 
Improving where no caution, 1805 
Liability for debts, 1808 
While vested, 1809 
Lis pendens by credi tor against, 1808 
Of infant, requirements re sale, 1805 
Power to dispose of, 1806 
Purchased from beneficiary, 1809 
From repreEentath·e, 1808 
'\'l;'ith notice of claim~. !809 
Yest ing if administration not granted. 
1803 
If caution filed, 1803 
If will not registered, 1803 
In a h~ence of probate, 1803 
In beneficiaries, 1802 
In several beneficiaries, 1805 
Property, administration of as personalty. 
1799 
Law of personalty re, li99 
:\lortgage of, devolution of, 1800 
Sale of, free from dower or curtesy,180l 
Where joint representatives, 1799 
DEVOLUTION OF ESTATES 
Trust estate in, devolution of, 1800 
Registry Act, referred to,1802, 1803 
Residue, applica tion of to debts and ex-
penses, 1799 
r.ules of practice and procedure. 1812 
Sale. consent for non-concurring beneficiar-
ies,1806 
Consent of public trustee to, 1807 
To by beneficiaries, dispensin11 with, 
Hl07 
For di5tribution, consent of beneficiaries 
to, 1806 
In ab;ence of ptobate, approval to, 1807 
Of realty, by beneficiary. 1809 
By representative, 1808 
Free from do,ver or curtesy, 1801 
Where joint representatives, 1799 
Power of, probate needed to exercise, 1807 
Purpo~es of exercise of power of. 1806 
neceipt of proceeds by beneficiary. 1808 
\rithin three years, without order. 1807 
Statute, repealed. registration of caution 
under, 1805 
Succession Dut.v Act, referretl to. 1803 
Sucression duty .tatement, filin:r. 1803 
Tenant by the curtesy, husband"s election, 
1811 
Tenants in common. realty Yestin::; in sev· 
era! persons, 1805 
Trust estate in realty, de,·olution of, 1800 
1 rustee Act, referred to, 180-~. 1812 
Tru~tee personal repre,;entath e as. 1798 
Rights of, under will presen·ed, 180-4-
\"esting of realty in beneficiaries, 1802,1803 
Of realty in se,·eral beneficiaries, 1805 
Widow, election to take distributi,·e share, 
1800 
Incompetent, election on behalf of, 1800 
Infant, election on behalf of, 1800 
:-;otice to, requiring election, 1800 
P~tient in mental hospital, election for, 
1801 
Share of on intestacy if no issue, 1802 
On intestacy in lieu of dower, 1802 
\\"ill, devolution to personal rcpresentat iYe, 
1i98 
Tr' ills Act, ref erred to, 1799 
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DISCHARGE OF MORTGAGE 
DISCHARGE OF MORTGAGE; see BILLS 
OF SALE AND CHATTEL MORTCACE; 
LMm TITLES; MORTCACES; RECISTRY 
DISCONTINUANCE: see LIMITATIONS 
DISEASES; see ANDREW MERCER REFORM· 
ATOnY; HOSPITALS; UUNICIPAL; PUB· 
I. IC H EALTH ; VACCINATION; VENfR· 
F..~l. OISEASF.S PREVE.-.T:0:-1 
DISPUT ES; see 1:-IOUSTRI-'L DISPUTES IN· 
\ 'ESTICATION 
DISTRESS; see ASSESSMF.NT; cosTs OF DIS· 
TRESS; CORPORATIONS TAX; DIVISION 
COURTS; EXECUTION; LANDLORD AND 
TENANT; LI~IITATI OI>S; LIQUOR CON· 
TROL; MASTI:R AND SERVANT; MIN· 
INC TAX; MO!ITCACES; PUBLIC UTILI· 
TIES 
DISTRICT HOUSES OF REFUGE 
Accounts, audit of, 4786 
Submission to inspector, 4786 
Aid, under Charitable Institutions Act, 4786 
Assessment, for maintenance, 4785 
Board of management, appointment of, 4784 
Apportionment cost of establishment and 
maintenance, 4785 
Of yearly expenditures, 4786 
Charge of erection and maintenance, 4785 
Composition of, 4784 
Payment of yearly expenditures to, 4786 
Payment over to, 4786 
Powers of, 4785 
Powers of county council conferred, 4785 
Selection of si te by, 4784 
Term of office, 4784 
By-laws, approval by Lieut.-Gov., 4784 
For establishment, 4784 
Transmission to i\Iinister Public Welfare, 
4784 
Charitable Institutions Act, referred t<', 
DISTJHBUTIO~ OF ESTATES; see DE· 4786 
VOLUTION OF ESTATES Consolidated Revenue Fund, grants from, 
tH85 
DISTRICT; see nEPRESEl"TATJON; TERRI- Department of Public Welfare Act, refer-
TORIAL D1VISIONS red to, 4784 
DISTRICT COURT HOUSES 
Buildings for holding courts, 4800 
Construction, regulations re, 4800 
CouTIS, buildings for holding, 4800 
Inspection, regulations re, 4800 
Lieut.-Gov., regulations by, 4800 
Management, regulations re, 4800 
Regulations, by Lieut.-Gov., 4800 
Re construction, management, inspection, 
repair, 4800 
Repair, regulations re, 4800 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE; see COUNTY 
COURTS; COU:-ITY JUDCES 
DISTRICT COURTS; see COUNTY COURT 
JUDCES' Clli~III>AL COURTS; COUNTY 
COURTS; COUNTY JUDCES; CE:;ERAL 
SESSIO!\S 
District, defined, 478+ 
Establishment, apportionment of cost, 4785 
Assessment for maintenance, 4785 
By majority of municipalities, 4784 
Cost of, how defrayed, 4785 
Joint house of refuge, 4784 
Expenditures apportionment of yearly. 4786 
Notice of yearly, 4786 
Payments to Board re yearly, 4786 
Houses of Refuge Act, referred to, 4785 
Indigent inmate, liability of municipalitie-s 
re, 4786 
ln~ates, liability re indigent, 4786 
Inspector, defined, 4784 
Inspection of si te by, 4784 
Joint House of Refuge, amount legislative 
g.rant,4785 
Establishment of, 4784 
Legislative grant, amount of, 4785 
Liability, re indigent inmates, 4786 
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DITCHES AND WATERCOURSES 
I 
Lieuc-Gov., appointment of 
agement, 4784 
board of man- I 
Approval by-laws by, 4784 
or site by, 4784 
Grants by, 4785 
:O.Iaintenance, apportionment of cost, 4783 
Assessment for, 4785 
Cost of, how defrayed, 4785 
?llinister of Public Welfare, transmission of 
by-laws to, 4784 
Municipalities, liability re indigent inmates 
4786 
Resident, defined, 4786 
School section unorganized townships, ap-
portionment of establishment, 4785 
Apportionment of maintenance, 4785 
Site, approval Lieut.-Gov., 4784 
Inspection by inspector, 4784 
Selection of, 4784 
Term of office, of board of management, 
4784 
OISTRINGAS JURA TO RES; see JURORS 
DITCHES; see DITCHES Al\D WATER-
counsEs; DRAt :-lACE; ~IININC; MU;;t-
CIP.~L 
DITCHES AND. WATERCOURSES; see 
also CEMETERY; DRAil'iACE; IIICIIWAY 
l:IIPRO\' EliE!'iT 
Act, application of, 4312, 4322 
Action, prohibition of, 4324 
Agreement among owners, amendment of, 
4314 
Among owners, enforcement, 4314 
Filing, 4314 
Form,4314 
Noncompliance re, 4314 
Signature by head of council, 4314 
By owners, form, 4326 
Enforcement of, -~32l 
Proceedings for reconsideration, 4323 
Appeal from award, amending award, 4320 
From award, costs of, 4319 
Default re costs, 4321 
Indemnity re costs, 4318 
Inspection for appellant, 4319 
Judge's order, 4319 
i\lisconduct of engineer, 4319 
Notice of, 4318 
Of appointment, 4318 
To judge, 4318 
Payment of costs, 4320 
Referring award back, 4320 
Summoning witnesses, 4320 
Time for, 4318 
For hearing, 4319 
When permissible, 4318 
To referee, when permissible, 4324 
Appellant, inspection by other engineer, 
4319 
Notice of appeal by, 4318 
Appointment b~ engineer, form of, 4327 
By engineer, notice of, 4315 
By judge, 4318 
Assessment, land liable for, 4313 
Award, amendment by judge, 4320 
Appeal from, 4318 
Evidence at, 4320 
Notice of, 4318 
Summoning witnesses, 4320 
Changes by judge, 4319 
Enforcement of, 4324 
Extending time for performance, 4321 
Form of, 4327 
Letting work after time limit, 4321 
Noncompliance with, 4321 
Of engineer, contents, 4316 
Filing of, 4317 
Notice of filing of. 4318 
Subdividing, 4317 
Time for, 4316 
Proceedings for reconsideration, 4323 
Reference back of, 4320 
Reletting work, 4322 
Stay by referee, 4325 
Bench mark, establishing, 4317 
Interfering with, 4317 
Blas1ing, certificate of engineer, 4321 
Directions of engineer, 4317 
Form of certificate, 4328 
By-law appointing engineer, 4312 
Appointing engineer, form, 4325 
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By-law, cont'd 
Re clerk's fees, 4312 
Certificate of completion, after default, 
4322 
Clear days, defined, 4311 
\.ll'rk, as clerk of judge's court, 4319 
Rook of, 4318 
Certificate of engineer re repair•, 4323 
Fees of, 4312 
Filing judge's order with, 4319 
Notice of appeal with, ?318 
Of agreement of ownCI'l>, 4311 
or award with, 4317 
Notice of appointment to, 4318 
or appointment to owners, 4315 
Of filing of award, 4318 
Of judge's order, 4319, 4320 
or requisition to en~inecr, 4315 
To, by engineer. 4315 
To engineer, of appeal, 1318 
To judge, 4318 
To owners of appeal, 4318 
Sen ice of notice of appo ntment, 4315 
Summons to witnesses, 4320 
Compensation for manufacturing drainage. 
4312 
For mining drainage, t1 312 
Completion, by owner after default, 4322 
Construction, defined, 4311 
Contribut ion to manufacturing drainage, 
4312 
To mining drainage, 4312 
Count)', defined, 4311 
Court, defined, 4311 
Costs, charge on land for, 4321 
Default in payment of, 4321 
Of appeal, 4319 
or ditcL, limit of, 4313 
Order for indemni ty against, 4318 
Payment by municipality, 4320 
By one municipal ity to ()\her, 4?.21 
Br owners, 4320 
Deepening ditch, applic;n:on of .\ ct to, 4322 
Default in performance, certificate of com-
pletion after, 4322 
Charge for, 4322 
Completion after, 4322 
Procedure on. 4321 
I Diich, adjournment of meeting by engineer, 
4316 
Adjournment of examination, 4316 
Re taking evidence, 4316 
Agreement among owners re, 4314 
Amendment owner's agreement, 4314 
Appeal from award, 4318 
To referee, 4324 
Application of Act to, 4322 
Appointment by engineer, 4315 
Award of engineer, 4316 
Bench mark~, 4317 
Blasting directions, 4317 
Completion after default, 4322 , 
Of repairs, 4323 
Continuing Leyond municipality, 4318 
Default in perfurmunce, 4321 
Defined, 4311 
Effect of noncompliuno:e, 4314 
En£orcing mointcnnncc, 4323 
E'"idence taken h)' engineer, 4316 
Examination by engineer, 4315 
Extending on petition, 4313 
Time for performance, 4321 
Filing uf award, 4317 
Letting work alter time limit, 4321 
Limit of, 4313 
or assessable area, 4313 
or cost of, 4313 
Maintenance of, 4323 
Noncompliance with award, 4321 
Notice by owner desiring, 4313 
or filing of award, 4318 
To inspect repairs, 4323 
To repair, 4323 
Order of judge, 4319 
Proceedings hy affected owners, 4314 
For overllow, 4324 
Reconsideration of agreement, 4323 
or award, 4323 
Reletting work, 4322 
Relief of owner by engineer, 4317 
Requisition of owner desiring, 4315 
Rock cutting directions, 4317 
Service of notice by OWlter desiring, 4314 
Signature of agreement by corporation, 
4314 
Use for other purposes, 4322 
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DITCHES AND WATERCOURSES 
Drainage, for manufacturing purposes, 4312 
For mining purposes, 4312 
Engineer, adjournment of examination, 4316 
Adjournment re taking evidence, 4316 
Appointment of, 4312 
Award of, contents, 4316 
Filing, 4317 
Notice of filing, 4318 
Subdivision, 4317 
Time for, 4316 
Blasting directions, 4317 
Call ing adjourned meeting, 4316 
Cert ificate of, 4316 
Of blasting, 4321 
Of completion after default, 4322 
or rock cutting, 4321 
Re repair, 4323 
Continuing ditch, 4318 
Decision where manufacturing purpose, 
4312 
Mining purpose, 4312 
Defined, 4311 
Depri ''ed of fees, 4319 
Establishing bench marks, 4317 
Examination by, 4315 
Extending time for performance, 4321 
Fees of, 4312 
Finding ditch not required, 4316 
Required, 4316 
Inspection after notice of completion, 4322 
Letting work after time limit, 4321 
Misconduct by, 4319 
Noncompliance with award of, 4321 
Notice of judge's appointment, 4318 
or requisition to, 4315 
To clerk of appointment, 4315 
To inspect repair, 4323 
Oath of, 4312 
Payment of fees, 4320 
Penalty for failure to inspect, 4324 
For interfering with, 4317 
Plans, subdivision of, 4317 
Powers of, 4316 
Procedure to complete repair, 4323 
Reletting work, 4322 
Relieving an owner, 4317 
Rock cutting directions, 4317 
Sen·ice of notice of appointment, 4315 
Taking e,·idence, 4316 
E,·idence, adjournment by engineer re tak· 
ing of, 4316 
Powers of judge re, 4320 
Taking by engineer, 4316 
Examination by engineer , adjournment of, 
4316 
When made, 4315 
Extending ditch, application of Act to, 4322 
fees, of clerk, 4312 
Of engineer, 4312 
Depri,·ation of, 4319 
Of judge, 4319 
or witnesses. 4320 
form of agreement, by owners, 4326 
Of by-law appointing engineer, 4325 
or certificate letting work, 4328 
Of engineer's appointment, 4327 
Award, 4327 
Oath, 4313 
Of notice to aiTected owners, 4325 
Of requisit ion, 4326 
Of rock cutting and blasting certifica te, 
43::!8 
Forms, municipality to keep, 4324 
Highways, road allowance, not computed 
on limit of di tch, 4313 
Improving ditch, application of Act to, 
4322 
Inspection for appellant, 4319 
Of r epairs, 4323 
Judge, amending award, 4320 
Appeal from to referee, 4324 
To from award, 4318 
Application to by affected owners, 4314 
Costs of appeal , 4319 
Defined, 4311 
Depriving enginee'r of fees, 4319 
Enforcement of orders, 4319 
Fees of, 4319 
Filing of orders, 4319 
Notice of appointment by, 4318 
Notification by clerk, 4318 
Order for indemnity re costs, 4318 
Powers on appeal, 4319 
Re evidence, 4320 
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DITCHES AND WATERCOU RSES 
Judge, cont'd 
Referring award back, 4320 
Time for hearing appeals, 4319 
Letting work, after time limit, 4321 
Form of certificate, 4328 
Notice of, 4321 
Limit, of ditch, 4313 
Re cost of ditch, 4313 
Maintenance, default in, 4323 
Defined, 4311 
Enforcing, 4323 
Groundless complaint re, 4323 
or ditch,4323 
Procedure to complete, 4323 
Mandamus, prohibition of, 4324 
Manufactory, compensation for land used, 
4312 
Contribution to drainage, •t312 
Drainage for, 4312 
1\teeLin~>;, adjourned, callctl hy ('ncinPcr, 4:\16 
Adjourned, notice of, 4316 
or ownen;, 4314 
Mine, compensation for land used, 4312 
Contribution to drainage, 4312 
Drainage for, 4312 
Murlicipal Drainage Aid Act, referred to, 
4317, 4324 
ilfunicipality, payment or costs by, 4320, 
4321 
Non-resident, defined, 4311 
Notice by o"~>-ner desiring ditch, 4313 
By 0\1-ner desiring ditch, service of, 4314 
or adjourned meeting, 4316 
or appeal from award, 4318 
or appointment by engineer, 4315 
Service of, 4315 
or completion after defaul:, 4322 
or requisition of owner desiring 
4315 
ditch, ~ 
or filing of award, 4318 
or judge's order on appeal, 4319 
or letting work after time limit, 4321 
To engineer to inspect repair, 4323 
To owner to repair, 4323 
Occupant, notice to owner by, 4315 
Proceedings against ditch, 4314 
Order of judge, stay by referee, 4325 
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Outlet, sufficient, continuation to, 4313 
Overflow, proceedings in case of, 4324 
Owner, appeal to referee, 4324 
Completing lifter default, 4322 
Default in payment of costs, 4321 
Defined, 4311 
Desiring ditch, notice by, 4313 
Notice of adjourned meeting, 4316 
or appointment to, 4315 
Presumption of right of, 4314 
Requisition of, 4315 
Service of notice by, 4314 
Extending time for performance by, 4321 
Groundless complaint re repair, 4323 
Liability for expense of default, 4322 
Maintenance by, 4323 
Default in, 4323 
Enforcing, 4323 
Notice of completion aft er default, 4322 
Proceedings for impro,•ement, 4323 
Proceedings for reconsideration of agree-
ment, 4323 
For reconsideration of award, 4323 
Relieved by engineer, 4317 
Owners, affected, nppcal by, 4318 
Affected, appeal to rcfrrce, 4324 
Application to judge, 4314 
Form of notice to, 4325 
Maintenance. of ditch by, 4323 
Notice of appointment to, 4315 
Of letting work, 4321 
Proceedings against ditch, 4314 
For improvement, 4323 
For O\'erflow, 4324 
For reconsideration of agreement, 
4323 
Agreement among, 1314 
Amendment of ngrecment of, 4314 
Compensation for manufacturing drain· 
age, 4312 
For mining drainage, 4312 
Contribution to manufacturing drainage, 
4312 
To mining drainage, 4312 
Defined,4311 
Enforcement of agreement of, 4314 
Engineer calJing adjourned meeting, 4316. 
Owners, cont'd 
Filing of agreement of, 4314 
Meeting of, 4314 
Notice of filing of award, 4318 
To repair, 4323 
Payment of costs ordered, 4320 
Proceedings for overflow, 4324 
Use of ditch for other purposes, 4322 
Penalties for interfering with bench mark, 
4317 
For interfering with engineer, 4317 
Performance, extending time of, 4321 
Petition, for extension of ditch, 4313 
Referee, appeal from judge to, 4324 
Application for leave to appeal, 4324 
Powers of, 4324 
Reletting work, by engineer, 4322 
Repair, certificate of engineer rc, 4323 
Groundless complaint re, 4323 
Inspection of , 4323 
Notice to, 4323 
To inspect, 4323 
Procedure to complete, 4323 
Requisition, form of, 4326 
Notice by clerk of, 4315 
By engineer to clerk, 4315 
Of owner desiring ditch, 4315 
Roads, ·where ditch passes on or across, 
4313 
Rock cutting, certificate of engineer, 432l 
Directions of engineer, 4317 
Form of certificate, 4328 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 4317, 
4324 
Tile drain, application of Act to, 4322 
Time for performance, extending, 4321 
Widening ditch, application of Act to, 
4322 
Witnesses, fees of, 4320 
Summoning on appeal, 4320 
DIVIDENDS ; ~ee APPORT!ONME:'IT; COM· 
PANIES 
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DIVISION COURTS; see also CHILDREt'i OF 
U:'iMA RRIED PARE:'ITS; COSTS OF DIS· 
TRESS; CREDITORS RELIEF; DEBT CO L· 
LECTORS; DESERTED WIVES' A ND 
CIIILDRE.'II'S ~IAI:'ITEXA :'iCE; E\'IOE:IICE; 
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AND SERVANT; Ml:'lll'(C; MUl'iiCIPAL; 
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LIC SCHOOLS; REPLEVI!"; SEPARATE 
SCHOOLS; SURROGATE COURTS; WOOD· 
)lEX'S LIE:'~ FOR WACES; WORKME:II'S 
CO)IPE-"'SATION 
Absconding debtor, attachment of property 
of, 1361 
Bond, 1363 
Absconding Debtcrs Act, referred to, 1362, 
1364, 1365 
:\ccuunls, change in office of clerk, 1310 
Kept by clerk, 1309 
Action against corporation with head office 
out of Ontario, 1320 
Individual trading under firm name, 
1326,1327 
Xqn-resident, 1320 
Partners, 1324, 1:125 
Surety, evidence in, 1308 
Bond under Act, 1364 
By minor, 1317 
Change of limits of division, 1305 
Commenced by altachment, 1362 
Defined. 1302 
Discharge of. 1317 
Division of, to give jurisdiction, 1317, 1362 
Documents delivered, on transfer of, 1306 
Entry of. 1322 
In wrong Court. 1322 
Fees in, 1311-1312 
Judgment in, 1337 
Jurisdiction over, 1314-1316 
List, placing of on, 1331 
Place to be entered, 1319-1320, 1322 
Referred to arbitration, 1350 
Remedies in, 1317 
Separation of counties, 1305 
Setting down of. 1342 
DIVISION COURTS 
Action, cont'tl 
Style of, when transferred, 1321 
Transfer of, on establishment of nrw 
county, 1305 
To another division, 1320, 1321, 1322 
To County Court, 1318 
To Supreme Court, 1318 
Trial of, 1317. 1331-1333 
Affidavit, certification of, on appeal, 1339 
Evidence by, 1336, l 33i 
In support of application for attachment, 
13•15 
Of application to change place of trial, 
1321 
or dispute of jurisdiction, 1320 
Of further judgment summons, 1358 
or garnishment of wages, 1345 
Of judgment summons, 1357 
or motion for judgment, 1329 
Of warrant for attachment. 1361 
Of judgment credi tor after execution 
against lands, 1355 
or service, by bailiff, 1324 
On jurors, 1342 
Out of Ontario, 1320 
Transcript judgment, as to, 1356 
V cr:fying accounts of fines, 1309 
Statement re dependems of primary 
debtor, 1345 
Who may take. 1337, 1350, 1361 
Agent defined, 1323-1324, 13&l 
For parties at trial, 1333 
Agreement as to place of trial, 1319, 1320 
Not to appeal, 1331, 1332 
Filing of, 1332 
To arbitra tion, 1350 
Trial by Judge in provincial judiciul 
district, 1370 
Appeal, agreement no t to, effect of, 1331, 
1332 
Filing of. 1332 
Certification of proceedings for, 1339 
From order transferring action, 1318 
Ilow made, 1339 
Scope of, 1339 
Service of proceedings in, 1339 
Stay of execution on. 1340 
To Court of Appeal, 1338-1339 
In provisional judicial district, 1371 
Applicat ion by bailiff for summons, 1365 
For attaching order, 1315 
For discharge of attaching order, 1349 
For leave to issue execution against per-
son trading under firm name, 1327 
Against person not a partner, 1326 
For new trial, 1338, 1365 
For order for sta tement of name of in-
dividual trading under firm name, 
1327 
To furnish names of partners, 1325 
Of defendant, to change place of trial, 
1320 
Afiidavit in support of, 1321 
To set aside award, 1350 
Appraiser, fees of, 1311 
Arbitration, award in, 1350 
Consent to, 1350 
Provisional judicial districts, 1370 
Reference to, 1350 
Setting aside of award, 1350 
Arbitrator, administration of oaths by, 1350 
Who to be, 1350 
Arrest, bailiff, by, 1367 
Contempt of Court, for, 1367 
Resist ing officer, for, 1367 
Attachment, action commenced by, 1362 
Action continucd,1362 
Application for, 1345 
Bond of absconding debtor, 1363 
Attaching creditor, 1364 
Claims to share in, 1362 
Conditions, 1361 
Costs, 1363 
Delay in, 1368 
Discharge of, 1349 
Disposi tion of property, 1362, 1363 
Distribution of proceeds, 1362 
Execution against, 1362 
Of.1361 
Inventory, 1361 
Landlord 's claim, 1365 
Of partnership, 1325 
Perishable goods, 13tl~. 1364 
Warrant for, 1361 
Bailiff, action by or against, 1322 
Affidavit of sen•ice of, 1324 
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DaililT, cont'd 
Application for new trial, 1365 
Appointment of, 1307 
Arrest by, 1367 
Bond to, by attaching creditor, 1364 
Books of, cost bow paid, 1308 
To be produced by, 1314 
Change in office of, 1310 
Commission forbidden, 1313 
Damages, liability in, 1368 
Death, effect of, 1357 
Defined, 1308 
Deputy of, 1307 
Disposition of attached property, 1362 
Disqualification, 1368 
Distress for rent, 1366 
Execution by, against partners, 1325, 
1326 
Levied by, 1352 
Extortion by, 1368 
Fees of, 1311, 1312 
How paid, 1312 
When forfeit, 1312 
Inquiries into conduct of, 1314 
Lea' e of absence of, 1307 
Lien for fees of, 1355 
Limits for service, 1311 
1\Iisconduct, 1367 
Negligence, 1368 
Notice of appointment given by, 1314 
or sale by, 1355 
Oath of proving confession of debt, 1351 
Perishable goods. disposal. 136-l 
Production of books by, 1314 
Protection, 1368 
Pro tempore, appointment of, 1324 
Duties of, 1324 
Powers of, 1324 
Purchase of goods seized by, 1356 
Resistance of, 1367 
Return of process by, 1310, 1312 
Returns by, 1314 
Sale of goods seized by, 1355 
Securities to, 1357 
Security furnished by, 1307 
Sen·ice of process by, 1310, 1319 
On jurors by, 1342 
Summons delivered to by clerk, 1308 
Dl VISION COURTS 
Supervision o£,1307 
Suspension of, 1307 
Warrant for attachment, execution of, 
1361 
or commitment, execution of, 1359 
Barrister, appearance o£,1333 
Appointment as Deputy Judge,1306 
Clerk not to practise as, 1307 
Bequest, no action rc, 1315 
Bill of Exchange to be filed with clerk, 1323 
Bond, absconding debtor, 1363 
Act ion on, 136-1 
Attaching creditor, 1364 
Jurisdiction, 1361 
Books, care of, on change in office of clerk, 
1310 
Cost of, how paid, 1308 
Foreign procedure book, form of, 1308, 
1373 
In e' idence, 1336 
Procedure book, form of, 1308, 1372 
Production of by clerk to inspector, 1314 
To be kept by bailiff, 1314 
By clerk, 1308, 1309, 1314 
Cheque to be filed with clerk, 1323 
Claim, abandonment of part of, 1317, 1362 
Certification of, on appeal, 1339 
Division of, 1317,1362 
Entry of, 1322 
In provisional judicial district, 1370 
Landlord's, 1365, 1366 
Jurisdiction over, 1314·1316 
Number of, 1322 
Particular~ annexed to summons, 1323 
Priodty of landlord's, 1367 
He, iew of, on appeal, 1339 
Trial of, 1317 
Clerk, account of fines made by, 1309 
Account of money paid into Court made 
by, 1309 
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.\ ccounts kept by, 1309 
Actions by or against, 1322 
Placed on list by, 1331 
Adjournment of Court by, 1307 
A!lirlavit for warrant for attachment filed 
with, 1361 
In garnishment tiled "ith, 1315 
DlVISIO~ COURT 
Cl<>rk, cont'd 
Affidavit in suppon of judgment sum· 
mons filed with, 1357 
Of service prepared by, 1324 
Re transcript judgment filed with, 1356 
Affidavits may be taken b)•, 1337 
Agreement not to appeal filed with, 1332 
To arbitration filed with, 1350 
Appointment of, 1307 
Of bailiff pro tempore by, 1324 
Attachment superseded by, 1363 
A ward entered by, 1350 
BailifT summons issu<>d by. 1365 
Books, cost how paid, 1308 
Entries made in, 1308, 1309 
Kept by, 1308, 1309 
Change in office, care of book• nn. 1310 
Claims entered with, 1322 
Commission forbidden, 1313 
Costs in tran~ferred action certified by, 
1322 
Damages. liability in. 1368 
Ddincd. 1308 
Deputy of, 1307 
Disqualification. 1368 
Documents delivered by, or transfer of l 
action, 1305 
Entries in books of, as evidence, 1308 
Entry of judg-ment by, on specially en· 
dorsed ~ummons, 1329 
E,•idcnce in writing forwarded to, 1332 
Executio!l against lands is..~ueol hy, 1354 
Issued by, 1352 
f.xtonion by, 1368 
Fees of, 1311, 1312 
Fines and penalties, dis posit ion of, by, 
1309 
Immediate judgment entered by. on 
order, 1330 
Inquiries into conduct of. 131 ~ 
r~~ue !lf process on transcript judgment 
by. 1357 
or warrant of commitmt'nt b~·. 1359 
Jurors' fees paid by. 1344 
JuT)• notice to, 1340 
Leave of absence of, 1307 
Notice of admission by primary creditor 
hy. 1318 
19-1-
Of admission by primary creditor filed 
with,1348 
or appointment by, 1314 
or award by, 1350 
Of consent to judgment by, 1331 
or dispute by garnishee by, 1348 
Filed with, 1348 
or dispute of jurisdiction by, 1321 
or judgment by, 1337 
Of money paid into Court by, 1309 
or nulla bona by, 1353 
Of payment into Court by, 1334 
Of plea of tender by, 1333 
or sittings to, 1303 
To parties by, after action transferred, 
1322 
Oath of, proving confession of debt, 1351 
Office of, 1303 
Practise by, forbidden, 1307 
P roceedings certified In appeals, 1339 
Production of books by, 1314 
Purchase of goods seized forbidden, 1356 
Renewal of execut ion by, )353, 1354 
Return of jury actions by, 1343 
Of sheriiT filt'd with, 1353 
Recommittal orders by, 1360 
Returns by·, 1314 
Security to, by primary creditor, 1349 
Selection of jurors by, 1340-1341 
In provisional judicial districts, 1369 
Sen•ice of procc~s on, in appeals, 1339 
In provisional judicial district, 1371 
Statement of unclaimed monies by, 1309 
Re dependents of primary debtor filed 
with, 1345 
Subprenas, supplied by, 1335 
Summoning of jurors by, 1341 
Summons delivered to bniliff by, 1308 
Forwarded to clerk of other Court by, 
1308 
Summonses issued by. 1308 
Supervision of, 130i 
Suspension of, 1307 
Transcript of judgment by, 1356 
Transfer of action by, 1321 
Transferred action entered in procedure 
book, 1321 
Placed on list, 1322 
Clerk, cont'd 
Vacancy in office of, 1310 
Venditioni Exponas writ issued by, 1355 
Warrant of attachment issued by, 1361 
Warrants issued by, 1309 
Clerk of the Peace, account of fines re-
ceived by, 1309 
Books of clerk held by on change in 
office, 1310 
Copy of records given to inspector by, 
1305 
Fines received by, 1309 
Forfeited fees paid to, 1313 
Records kept by, 1305 
To act as clerk during vacancy, 1310 
Commission, applicant's evidence, when 
taken by, 1336 
Costs of, 1336 
Order for, 1335 
Service of. 1336 
Supreme Court rules, 1336 
'\':'hen to be granted, 1336 
Commissioner for taking affidavits, 1337 
Committal to gaol, conditions precedent, 
1358, 1359 
Contempt of Court, for, 1367 
Corporation, officer of, 1360 
Discharge of debtor after, 1360 
Effect of, 1360 
Limitations on, 1359 
Officer, 1368 
Order for, 1359 
Variation of, 1360 
Resisting officer, for, 1367 
Return as to, 1360 
Warrant for, 1359 
Company, examination of officer of, 1360 
Confession of debt, 1351 
Consent, arbitration, in dist rict, 1370 
To jurisdiction, by garnishee, 1347 
Trial by Judge, in district, 1370 
Constable, bond to, by attaching creditor, 
1364 
Disposition of attached property, 1362 
Warrant for attachment, execution of, 
1361 
or commitment, excution of, 1360 
Contempt of Court, 1367 
DIVISION COURTS 
Corporation, committal of officer of, 1360 
Examination of officer of, 1360 
Service of garnishee summons on, 1346 
With head office out of Ontario, agent of, 
defined, 1323-1324 
Place for entering action against, 1320 
Service on, 1323 
Costs, attachment, 1363 
Bailiff summons, 1365 
Caused by objection to evidence, 1337 
Counsel fees, 1351 
In cases of payment into Court, 1334 
In cases of tender, 1333 
In discretion of Judge, 1351 
Judgement summons, 1358 
Jury fee~;, 1343 
Limitation, 1369 
or attendance by defendant, 1351 
Of commission, 1336 
Of copies of procP.etling~ nn ~tppP~tl, l ~~Q 
Of notices in garnishment, 1348 
or plaintiff's witnesses after confession, 
1352 
Of primary creditor, 1349 
or shorthand evidence, 1332 
On appeal, 1340 
Postage as, 1324 
Rules, 1369 
Taxation of, 1309 
Where no jurisdiction, 1351 
Costs of Distress Act, referred to, 1366 
Counterclaim in excess of jurisdiction, 1318 
On bailiff summons, 1366 
Review of, on appeal, 1339 
Set off where admitted, 1318 
County, application of Act to, 1303 
Cost of books to be paid by, 1308 
Court, transfer of actions to, 1318 
Defined, 1302 
New, transfer of actions to, 1306 
Payment of Clerk of the Pe:1ce by, for 
acting as clerk, 1310 
Separation of, 1305 
County Judges Act, referred to, 1332 
Court House, sittings of Court in, 1305 
Of Appeal, appeals to, 1338. 1339 
Appe:1ls to, in district~. 1371 
Claim subject to re\·iew by, 1339 
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Court of Appeal, cont'd 
Counterclaim subject to review by, 1339 
Room, accommodation in lieu of, 1304 
Provision of, 1304 
Courts, aJjournment of, 1307 
Continued, 1303 
Designation of, 1303 
Jurisdiction of, 1314-1316 
New county, how fixed, 1306 
Number of, 1303 
Officers of, appointment of, 1307 
Offices of clerks of, 1303, 1304 
0 f record, 1303 
Place to be held, 1304, 1305 
Powers of, 1317 
Seal of, 1303 
Sittings of, 1303, 1304 
In cities, 1304 
In Toronto, 1304 
Tcrritorinl jnristliction of, n19-1320 
Who to preside, 1306 
Creditors' Relief Act, enforcement of judg-
ment under, 1353 
Referred to, 1353 
Defence, certification of, on appeal, 1339 
~[emorandum under, 1353 
On bailiff summons, 1365 
Set-off as, 1334 
Statutory, 1334 
To motion for judgment, 1330 
Under protest, 1327 
Defendant, adding of, 1328 
Affidavit of, application to change place 
of trial, 1321 
Dispute of jurisdiction, 1320 
Agent for appeal in, 1339 
Application to change place of trial, 1320 
Assignment for creditors by, 1356 
Consent to judgment by, 1331 
Corporation with head office out of 
Ontario, 1320 
Death of, 1353 
Defined, 1302 
Dispute of jurisdiction by, 1319, 1320, 1321 
Failure to appear, 1332 
Jury notice by, 13<W 
Leave to defend, 1330 
l\fotion for judgment, 1329 
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Notice of leave to dispute given by, 1330· 
1331 
Of special defences by, 1334 
Payment into Court by, 1333 
Resident out of Ontario, 1320 
Service of order transferring action by, 
1321 
Set-ofT by, 1334 
S triking out of, 1328 
Tender, plea of, by, 1333 
To appear at trial, 1331 
Deputy Judge, appointment of, 1306 
Appointment of, duration of, 1307 
When to preside, 1306 
Dispute, consent to judgment after, 1331 
Leave to, 1330 
Time for, on specially endorsed summons, 
1328-1329 
Distress, bailiiT's goods, 1368 
C:o~ts of, 1366 
Defect in, 1368 
For rent, 1366 
Replevin, 1366 
Division, change oflimits, 1305 
Change of limits, effect on process, 1305 
Court jury fund, 1343-1344 
Defined, 1302 
Documents, production · at inquirie3 of 
inspector, 1314 
Production by clerk to inspector, 1314 
To be filed before judgment, 1323 
Transfer of, 1306 
Entry in wrong Court, 1322 
or claim, 1322 
Place of, 1319-1320. 1322 
Equity, Judge to be guided by, 1.'317 
Evidence Act, referred to, 1320 
Evidence, books as, 1336 
By affidavit, 1336, 1337 
Objections to, 1337 
Certification of, on appeal, 1339 
Commission to take, 1335 
Disposition of, 1332 
Entries in clerk's books as, 1308 
Interrogatories in support of, 1337 
Of agreement not to appeal, 1332 
or failure to give notice of payment into 
Court, 1309 
Evidence, cont'd . 
Notice of return of execution, 1353 
or renewal of execution, 1354 
Shorthand, cost of, 1332 
When expansion to be made, 1332 
When to be taken in, 1332 
Writing, when to be taken in, 1331 
Execution against garnishee, 1347 
Against goods and chattels, 1352 
Against goods, duration of, 1353 
Endorsement on, 1355 
Form of, 1352 
Priority of, after rene\\ a), 135-l 
Renewal of, 1353 
Sale under, 1355 
Against lands, 1352, 1354, 1375 
Duration of, 135 ~ 
Effect of, 135~ 
Fonn of, 135-l, 13i6 
\ntice of, 1354 
Priority after renewal, 1354 
Return of, 1354 
Against partners, 1325, 1326 
t\gainst person not a partner, 1326 
Trading under firm name, 1327 
.\ttached goods, 1362, 1363 
Creditors Relief Act, under, 1353 
Delay in, 1368 
Enforcement of, 1319 
Entry of, 1308 
Issue of, 1309, 1319, 1352 
Landlord's claim, 1365 
Levy of, 1352 
On cross judgments. 1352 
Payment before sale, 1352 
Priurity, 1367 
Return to, entry of, 1308 
Revived judgment on, 1353 
Service of, 1310, 1319 
Stay of, 1338, 1340 
Territorial limitations on, 1352 
Time for. 1337 
Extortion, inquiry into, 1367 
Penalty, 1368 
Fees, application of jury, 1344 
Bailiff's for distress, 1366 
Execution for, 1312 
Forfeiture of, 1312 
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Jury, 13<W, 1313 
Lien for, of bailiff, 1356 
Limitation, 1369 
or appraiser, 131 l 
or bailiff, 1311, 1312 
How paid, 1312 
When forfeit, 1312 
or clerk, 1311, 1312 
Of sheriff, 1355 
Returns of, 1314 
Table of, to be poEtcd, 1311 
Tariff of exclusi\·e, 1313 
Time for payment of, 1312 
Witnc~s, 1335 
Fines, account of, by clerk, 1309 
Accounts of, to be kept, 1309 
Collection of, 1335 
Contempt of Court, 1367 
Disposition of, 1309, 1335 
Enforcement, 1368 
On jurors for failure to attend, 1342 
On person refusing to give evidence, 1335 
Foreign procedure book, entries in, 1309 
Form of, 1308, 1373 
Form. defects of, 1368 1369 
Forms, cost of. how paid. 1308 
Schedule of, 1371-1376 
Gaol, commjttaJ, 1367 1368 
Garnishee, adding of, 1328 
1\ dmission by, 13<18 
Attaching order, efT ect of on, 13-16 
Attendance at trial, 1348 
Conflict of claims ap:ainst, 1349 
Consent to jurisdiction hr. 13-17 
Defences of, 1348 
Defined, 13-tS 
Discharge of attachment, effect on, 1349 
Dispute by, 1348 
or jurisdiction by, 1321 
Judgment against. 1347. 1348 
Payment by, 1346 
Striking out of, 1328 
Summons to, 1346 
Garnishment, affidavit in support of, 1345 
Costs of, 1348 
Debts subject to, 1341 
Dispute in, 1348 
For satisfaction of judgment, 13-!5 
DIVISIOI\" COUilTS 
Garnishment, cont'd 
In sat!sfaction of claim, 1347 
;\femorandum on summons, 1345 
Of waces, 1345 
Persons entitled to, 1344 
1/igh Schools Act, referred to, 1316 
Individual trading under firm name, actions 
by and against, 1326-1327 
Defence under protest by person served, 
1327 
Dispute by, 1327 
Execution against, 1327 
Notice to person served,1327 
Property of subject to execution, 1327 
Service on, 1326-1327 
Infant, claim of, not prejudiccd,1310 
May sue for wages, 1317 
Injunction may not be granted, 1317 
Inmate, service on, of defendant's house, 
1323 
Inquiry, officer's misconduct, 1367 
Insolvency, jurisdiction re, 1316 
Inspector, agreements by, with fidelity com-
panies, 1308 
Cost of books to be certi6ed by, 1308 
Courts in new county fixed by,1306 
Defined, 1302 
Delegation of authority of, 1313 
Duties of, 1313 
Inquiries br, 1314 
Inspect ion of books by, 1314 
Leave of absence granted by, 1307 
~otice to, of suspension of officer or 
vacancy,1307 
~otification to, of appointment of offi<'ers, 
1314 
Of legal offices. defined, 1302 
Powers of, 1314 
fleturn to, recommittal orders, 1360 
Returns to by officers, 1314 
Statement of unclaimed monies to, 1310 
Insurance, agreements re security, 1308 
Costs of appeal re general as•e•sment of, 
1339 
Judge, absence of, 1307 
Account of money paid into Court to be 
made to, 1309 
Actions by or against, 1322 
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Adding of parties by, 1328 
Adjournment of trial by, 1332, 1350 
Adjustment of claims against garnishee 
by, 1349 
Affidavits before, 1361 
Received as evidence by, 1337 
Agents of parties to be approved by, 1333 
Agreement not to appeal to be noted, 
1332 
Allowance for service out of Ontario 
made by, 1320 
Amendment of proceedings by, 1331 
Appeal from order transferring action, 
1318 
Application to, for attaching order, 1345 
Appointment of bailiff pro tempore by 
1324 
Arbitration by order of, in districts, 1370 
Attachment discharged by, 1349 
Bailiff ordered to pay damages by, 1368 
. Required to swear before, 1324 
Summons to be adjudicated by 1364 
Bond may be ordered, 1364 
or absconding debtor approval by, 1363 
Cases to be tried by, 1317 
Certificate of, re partnership transaction, 
1325 . 
Certification of bailiff's fees by, 1356 
Commission to take evidence, ordered by, 
1335 
Committal order by, 1359 
Contempt of court punished by, 1367 
Cost of court room apportioned by, 1304 
Costs in discretion of, 1351 
Decision. how given, 1337 
Defined, 1302 
Deputy Judge to be appointed by,l306 
Discharge of debtor from gaol by, 1360 
Of jury by, 1342 
Distribution of proceeds of attachment, 
1362 
Empanelling of disinterested persons for 
jury by, 1342 
Entry of action in adjacent division auth-
orized by, 1319 
E,·idence in writing forwarded to clerk 
by, 1332 
or set-off approved by, 1334 
J udge, cont'd 
Evidence taken in writing by, 1331 
Examination of judgment debtors before, 
1358 
Execution ordered by, 1354 ' 
Fines applied by, 1335 
Immediate judgment ordered by, 1329 
Inquiry into officer's misconduct, 136i 
J udgment against garnishee by, 1347, 1348 
By, in absence of defendant, 1332 
By, on application for new trial, 1338 
By, when jury fails to agree, 1343 
In cases of set-off by, 1334 
On confession of debt, 1351 
On speciall)' endorsed summons set 
aside by, 1329 
Juror selection directed by, 1341 
Jurors' fees certified by, 1344 
Fixed by, 1344 
Jurors lined by, 1342 
Jury directed by, 1342 
Notice may be struck out by. 1343 
Law to be determined by, 1343 
Leave to defend granted by, 1330 
To issue execution, firm name, 1327 
Not a partner, 1326 
To revoke reference to arbitration, 1350 
Lists disposed of in discretion of, 1342 
New trial for landlord's claim, 1365 
Granted by, 1338 
Non-suit by, 1331, 1343 
;'1/oticc of appointment of Deputy Judge, 
1306 
To be given by, of suspension of officer, 
1307 
Of vacancy of office, 1307 
To proceed after time limited allowed 
by, 1333, 1334 
Order as to payment by, 1337 
For payment out to primary creditor, 
1346 
For substitutional service. 1323 
Payment by garnishee approved by, 1346 
In money ordered, 1317 
Place for holding court fixed by, 1304 
Powers of, 1317 
When exclusive, 1303 
Principles to be guided by, 1317 
DIVISION COURTS 
Proof of service of subpoena, received by, 
1335 
Questions to jury by, 1343 
Reference to arbitration by, 1350 
Rules of Supreme Court adopted, 1369 
Security from primary creditor required 
by, 1349 
Service of garnishee summons varied by, 
1346 
Summons on added parties dispensed 
with by, 1328 
Setting aside of award by, 1350 
Sittings of Court fixed by, 1303 
Striking out of parties by, 1328 
Substitution of plain tilT by, 1328 
Supervision of officers by, 1307 
Suspension of officers by, 1307 
Taxation of costs revised by, 1309 
Transfer of action by, 1318 
To another division, 1320 
When limits changed, 1305 
Trial by, 1317, 1331 
In districts, 1370 
Variation of orders by, 1360 
Warrants for attachment, 1361 
Withdrawal of case from jury by, 1343 
Judge's list, actions to be set down in, 1342 
Judgment, against garnishee, 1347, 1348 
Against partners, 1324, 1326 
Appeals £rom 1338, 1339 
Attachment of debts for satisfaction of, 
1345 
A ward as, 1350 
Certification of, on appeal, 1339 
Change of limits of division, 1305 
Combined actions, in, 1316 
Consent to, by defendant, 1331 
Creditor, attachment by, 1362 
Bond of, on attachment, 1363 
Creditors' Relief Act under, 1353 
Defined, 1302 
Execution against goods by, 1352 
Against lands by, 1354 
Failure to attend on judgment sum-
mons, l359 
Further proceedings by, 1354, 1355 
Judgment summons by, 1357, 1360 
Warrant for attachment, 1361 
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J udgment, co11t'd 
Creditors' Relief Act, under, 1353 
Cross, execution on, 1352 
Debtor, committal to gaol,l358, 1359 
Compensation to, 1359 
Creditors' Relief Act, under, 1353 
Defined, 1302 
Discharge of, 1358 
From gaol, 1360 
Examination of, 1358 
Execution against goods of, 1352 
Against lands of, 1354 · 
Farther proceedings against, 1354, 1355 
Imprisonment of, 1360 
Summons to, 1357, 1360 
Default, 1329 
Documents to be delivered, on transfer of, 
1306 
To be filed with before, 1323 
Entry of,) 308 
Execution on, 1352 
For part of claim, a discharge, 1317 
How to be given, 1337 
Immediate, 1329 
In absence of defendant, 1332 
In cases of payment into court, 1334 
Of set-ofT, 1334 
Of tender, 1333 
:Money for, in lieu of labor or kind, 1317 
J\Iotion for, 1329 
Non-suit, 1331 
On application for new trial, 1338 
On confession of debt, 1351 
On specially endorsed summoas, 1329 
Principles on which based, 1317 
Revivor of, 1353 
Separation of counties, 1305 
Stay of, 1338 
Summons, affidavit in support of, 1357 
Corporation, against, 1360 
Costs of, 1358 
Issue of, 1357, 1360 
Service of, 1358 
Transfer of, where new county, 1305 
Transcript of, 1356 
Where jury fails to agree, 1342, 1343 
Judicature Act, referred to, 1302 
Junior Judge, powers of, 1303 
When to preside, 1306 
J urisdiction, abandonment of part of claim, 
1317 
Actions which may be tried, 1315, 1316 
W:hich may not be tried, 1314, 1315 
Bailiff summons, 1365 
Bond action, 1364 
Combined claims, 1316 
Consent to, by garnishee, 1347 
Counterclaim in excess of, 1318 
Dispute as to, 1319, 1320, 1321 
Division of claims to give, 1317 
Provisional judicial districts, 1370 
Remedies which may be granted, 1317 
Territorial , 1319, 1320 
Transfer of actions where none, 1318 
Jurors' Act, referred to, 1340, 1369 
Jurors' fees, in districts, 1370 
Jury, cases for, 134.0, 1349 
Challenge of jnrnr~, 1:142 
Discharge of, 1342 
Disinterested persons for, 1342 
Empanelling of, 1342 
Fees for, 1340, 1343 
In districts, 1370 
Payable to jurors, 1344 
.T udge may require, 1342 
J umrs in districts, 1369 
Who to be, 1340 
List, 1342 
Actions to be se t down in, 1342 
Notice for, 1340 
Penalty on jurors for failure to attend, 
1342 
Questions to, 1343 
Return of actions, 1343 
Selection of jurors, 1340, 1341 
Striking out of, notice, 1343 
Summoning of jurors, 1341 
Swearing of, 1342 
Verdict of, 1342 
When municipality party, 1341 
Withdrawal of case from, 1343 
Justice of the Peace, affidavits before, 1361 
Affidavits taken by, 1337 
Selection of jurors in districts, 1369 
Warrants for attachment, 1361 
Land, no action for recovery of, 1314 
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Land, cont'd 
Execution against, 1354 
Landlord, adjudication, 1365 
Amount claimable, 1366 
Claim for rent, 1366 




Libel, no action for, 1315 
Lien, bailiff's for fees,•1356 
Lieut.-Gov., agreements with fidel ity com-
panies authorized by, 1308 
Appointment of Deputy Judge annulled 
by, 1307 
Of officers by, 1307 
Delegation of inspector's authority ap-
proved by, 1313 
Divisions fixed by, 1305, 1306 
Fees of bailiff fixed by, 1311 
Of clerk fixed by, 1311 
Forms of retUrnj prescribed bY. 1314 
Leave required to claim unclaimed money, 
1310 
Limits of courts fixed by, 1305, 1306 
Number of courts fixed by, 1305, 1306 
Offices of clerks fixed by, 1303, 1304 
Rules by, 1369 
Security of officers fixed by, 1307 
Sitting of Court directed by, 1303, 1304 
Transfer of actions on separation of 
counties, 1305 
To new county, 1306 
LimiUitions Act, how pleaded, 1334 
Referred to, 1334 
Lists, Judges, 1342 
Jury, 1342 
Marriage, no action re breach of promise, 
1315 
Mental incompetent, claim of, not prejudic-
ed, 1310 
Minor, actions by, 1317 
Money paid into Court, account of, 1309 
Accounts to be kept, 1309 
Notice of, to be given, 1309 
Municipalities, contributions between for 
costs of court, 1304, 1305 
DIVISION COURTS 
:'lfunicipality, cost of accommodation paid 
by, 1304 
Court room provided by, 1304 
Remuneration of, bailiff by, 1311 
or clerk by, 1311 
Selection of jurors, when party, 1341 
:'\ew trial, 1338, 1365 
Provisional judicial district, 1371 
When to be granted, 1338 
!'\ext friend, consent to act, 1328 
!\'on-suit of plaintiff, 1331, 1343 
Notary public, affidavits taken by, 1337 
i\'oticc, contents of, 1331 
Disputing jurisdiction, 1320, 1321 
Entry of, 1308 
Jury, 1340 
Of admission of set-ofT, 1348 
Of appointment of Deputy Judge, 1306 
Of award, 1350 
Of consent to judgment, 1331 
Of dispute by garnishee, J 348 
Of intention to proceed after payment 
into Court, 1334 
After plea of tender. 1333 
Of judgment, 1337 
or landlord's claim for rent, 1366 
Of leave to dispute, 1330 
Of motion for immediate judgment, 1329 
For immediate judgment, defence to, 
1330 
Of nulla bona, 1353 
Of payment into Court, 1309, 1334 
Of plea of tender, 1334 
Of sale by bailiff, 1355 
Of perishable goods, 1364 
Of special defences, 1334 
Of suspension of officer, 1307 
Of vacancy, 1307 
Re capacity of person served in action 
against partnership, 1325 
To claimants against garnishee, 1349 
To clerk, of sittings, 1303 
To judgment debtor, of execution, 1354 
To parties after action transferred, 1322 
To person served in action against indi-
vidual--firm name. 1326,1327 
To primary dchtor. of payment out, 13-16 
Writing required. 1322 
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Oaths, who mar take, 1337, 1350, 1361 
Order, a;; to payment of judgment, 1337 
Attaching, 1345 
Efi'ect of, 1345, 1346 
Bail iii summons, 1365 
Certification of, on appeal, 1339 
Committal, 1359 
Variation of, 1360 
Enforcing payment of fines, 1368 
Entry of, 1308 
For adding parties, 1328 
For attachment of partnership debts, 1325, 
1326 
For commission to take evidence, 1335 
For damages by bailiff, 1368 
For delivery of bonds, 1364 
For discharge of debt attached, 1349 
For immediate judgment, 1330 
For name of individual trading under 
firm name, 1327 
For names of partners, 1325 
For payment of debt, 1360 
Out to primary creditor, 1346 
For substituting plaintiff, 1323 
For substitutional service, 1323 
Principles on which based, 1317 
Referring action to arbitration, 1350 
Repayment Ly officer, 1368 
Service of, 1310 
Stay of, 1338 
Transferr ing action, 1318 
Appeal from, 1318 
To another division, 1320. 1321 
Service of, 1321 
Partners, actions against, 1324, }325 
Debts of, attachment of, 1325 
Execution against, 1325, 1326 
Firm name, may be sued in, 1325 
liT ny sue in, 1325 
Individual trading under firm name, 1326, 
1327 
Names of, order for, 1325 
l'iotiee to party served, as to capacity, 1325 
<>ut of Ontario, 1326 
Property suhject to execution, 1325. 1326 
Sen·ice on, 1324, 1325 
When partnership dissolved, 1325 
Payment into court , bailiff's fees, 1356 
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In satisfaction of claim, 1333, 1334 
or proceeds of execution, 1366 
On plea of tender, 1333 
Under attaching order, 1346 
Penalties, contempt of court, 1367 
Disposition of, 1309 
Extortion, 1368 
Jurors' failure to attend, 1342 
Negligence of bailiff, 1368 
Officers' misconduct, 1368 
Resisting bailiff, 1367 
Witness, failure to attend, 1335 
Perishable goods, attachment, 1363 
Bond of attaching creditor, 1364 
Disposal, 1364 
Proceeds of sale, disposition, 1364 
Plaintiff, adding of, 1328 
Agent for appeal of, 1339 
Application to issue execution against 
person trading under firm name, 1327 
Consent of, when substituted, 1328 
Death of, 1353 
Defined, 1302 
Entry of claim by, 1322 
J ury notice by, 1340 
Motion for judgment by, 1329 
Notice of consent to judgment given to, 
1331 
Of dispute of jurisdiction to, 1321 
Of leave to dispute to, 1330 
Of payment into Court to, 1334 
Of plea of tender to, 1333 
Of special defences to, 1334 
To proceed after payment into court 
by,1334 
After plea of tender by, 1333 
Place for entry of action by, 1319, 1320 
Service of order transferr ing action on, 
1321 
Striking out of. 1328 
Substitution of, 1328 
Powers, of Judge, 1303 
To amend proceedings, 1331 
Practice, rules, 1369 
Supreme Court rules, 1369 
Prescribed form, defined, 1302 
Primary creditor, application by, for attach-
ment, 1345 
Primary creditor, cont'd 
Board and lodging of, 1345 
Costs of, 1349 
Defined, 1345 
Garnishment by, for claim, 1347 
For judgment, 1345 
Notice of admission of set-ofT by, 1348 
Payment out of Court to, 1346 
To, by garnishee, 1316 
Security by, 1349 
Summons to garnishee by, 1346 
Primary debtor, affida' it re residence of. 1345 
Defined, 1345 
Dependents of, 13-15 
Notice to, of payment out, 1346 
Service of garnishee summons on, 1346 
Wages, garnishment of, 1345 
Procedure book, agTeement to arbitrat ion in, 
1350 
Book entry of transferred action in, 1321 
Form of, 1308, 1372 
Return of Sheri IT entered in, 1353 
Rules, 1369 · 
Process, seal to be affixed to, 1303 
Promi;sory note, filed with clerk. 1323 
Provisional judicial district, appeals, 1339. 
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Application of Act to, 1303 
Arbitration, 1370 
Jurisdiction, 1370 
J urors' fees in, 1344 
Jurors, fees. 1370 
Selection of, 1369 
Who to be, 1369 
1 ury fees, 1370 
Selection of jurors in, 1341 
Service, 13il 
Trial by Judge, 1370 
By jury, 1369 
Pt~blic Officers Act, rdcrred to, 1307 
Public Schools Act, referred to, 1316 
Railways, agent of, 1324 
Remedies, which may be granted, 1317 
Which may not be granted, 1317 
Rent, amount claimable, 1366 
Distress for. 1366 
Landlord's claim for, 1365, 1366 
R('p[et'in Act. referred to. 1316 
DIVISIO~ COURTS 
Replevin, sale in case of, 1366 
Returns, by bailiff, 1314 
By clerk, 1314 
By Sheriff,l353 
To execution, 135 ~ 
Committal orders as to, 1360 
Of jury actions,l 313 
Revivor, of judgment, 1353 
Rules, making, 1369 
Subject matter, 1369 
Supreme Court, 1369 
Sale, seized goods, 1355 
Schools, jurisdiction re disputes, 1316 
Seal of Courts, 1303 
Process to be stamped with, 1303 
Security, absconding debtor, 1363 
Agreements with fidelity companies as to, 
1308 
Attaching creditor. 1364 
Bailiff, to. 1357 
Bailiffs to furnish, 1307 
By primary creditor, 1349 
Clerks to furnish. 1307 
Enforcement, 1364 
Landlord's claim to, 1365 
Leave to defend condi tional on giving, 
1330 
Purpose of, 1308 
Seduction, no action for. in, 1315 
Separate Schools A ct, referred to, 1316 
Servant , service on, of defendant, 1323 
Service ad,·erti~ement, by. 1323 
Affida,;r of, br bailiff, 1324 
\'rho mar take out of Ontario, 1320 
Agents for, in appeals, 1339 
Allowance for, out of Ontario, 1320 
Attaching order, of, 1345 
On partners, 1325, 1326 
Avoidance of, 1361 
Corporations, on, "ith head office out of 
Ontario, 1323 
Cost of, postage as, 132~ 
Garnishee summons, of, 1346, 13·H 
Effect of. 1348 
Individual trading under firm name, on 
1326 
Inmate of defendant's house, on. 1323 
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Service, cont'd 
Judgment summons, of, 1358,1360 
Jurors, of summons on, 1341 
Limit~ f<>r, 1311, 1319 
Non· residents, on, 1320, 1323 
Notict> a~ to capaci ty in which made, 1325 
Of appeal, of, 1339 
To person served in action against in· 
dividunl under firm naoe, 1326, 1327 
Of order for commission, 1336 
Transferring action, 1321 
or process, by bailiff, 1310, 1319, 1323 
Parties added, on, 1328 
Partners, on, 1324, 1325 
Personal, \\hen to be, 132~ 
Proof of, of subpoena, 1335 
Provisional judicial district,1371 
Servant of defendant, on, 1323 
Subpoena, of, 1335 
Suhstitutional, 1323 
Summons after attachment, 1363 
Wif~ of defendant, on, 1323 
Sheriff, ccr1 ilicnte of, 1355 
Fees of, 1355 
Notice of execution by, 1354 
Return of, to execution, 1354 
Under Cr~ditors' Relief Act, 1353 
Set·off, hi garnishee, 1348 
Counterclaim admitted as, 1318 
Defence of, 1334 
Evidence of, 1334 
Judgment in cnses of, 1334 
Recovery of rc~irluc of. 133-l 
Sittings, of Courts, 1303, 1304 
or Courts in cities. 1304 
In Toronto, 1304 
Place of, 1304,1305 
Slander, no action for, in, 1315 
Solicitor, appearance of at trial , 1333 
Clerk not to practice as, 1307 
Statement, of jury actions, 1343 
or unclaimed monies, posting of, 1310 
Preparation of, 1309 
Stay, during disability, 1338 
Pending appeal, 1340 
New trial, 13:18, 1365 
Style, firm name. actions by and against in· 
dhidual in, 1326 
Firm name, actions by and against part· 
ners in, 1325 
or action transferred, 1321 
Subpoena, clerk to supply, 1335 
Contents of, 1:135 
Names to be inserted, 1335 
Service of, 1335 
Summons, bnilifT, 1365 
Certification of, on appeal, 1339 
Clerk to deliver to bailiff, 1308 
Endorsement on, 1323 
Entry of, 1308 
Forwarding to clerk of other Court, 1308 
Garnishee, 13% 
Form of, 1347, 1373 
Memorandum on, 1345, 13% 
Service of. 1346, 1347 
Issue of, 1308, 1322, 1323 
Judgment debtor to, 1357, 1360 
Particulars of claim annexed to, 1323 
Service of, 1310, 1319,1323 
After attachment, 1363 
On corporation with head office out of 
Ontario, 1323 
On individu::tl trading unrler firm name, 
1326, 1327 
On non·resiclenls, 1320 
On parties added, 1328 
On partners, 1324, 1325 
Specially endorsed, 1328, 1347 
Supreme Court, powers equivalent to those 
of, 1317 
Rules, 1369 
Tran5fer of act i11ns to, 1318 
Surety, action against, 1308 
Liability r or acts of deputy, 1307 
Telegraph company, agent of, 1324 
Tender, plea of, before action, 1333 
Transfer, jury notice on, 1340 
or action, on establishment of new county, 
1306 
To another divisi11n, 1320, 1321, 1322 
To County Court, 1318 
To Supreme Court, 1318 
Of judgment to another Court, 1356 
Treasurer, fines paid to, 1309 
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Treasurer, cont'd DOCTRINE OF CO)DION E)IPLOY· 
Statement of unclaimed monies given to, l\IENT: see WOIIIOIE:-i's CO~IPF.NSA-
1310 TIO:'i 
To receive forfeited fees,1313 
Trespasser, defect in form nol lo make. 1368 DOCUMENTS; see CUSTODY OF DOCU· 
Trial, absence of defendant at, 1332 MENTS 
Adjournment of, 1332, 1350 
By Judge,1317, 1331 
In districts, 1370 
By jury, in districts, 1370 
Defendant to attend, 1331 
Judgment at, 1337 
New, 1338, 1365, 1371 
Place of, 1319, 1320, 1322 
Agreement as to, 1319, 1320 
Change of, 1320 
Who may appear at, 1333 
Unclaimed money, calculat ion of time in 
respect of, 1310 
Claims to, of person under di5ahility, 1310 
When barred, 1310 
Disposition of, 1310 
Statement of, by clerk. 1309 
Venditioni exponas, writ of, 1355 
Voters' Lists, selection of jurors from, 1341 
.irages Act, referred to, 1344 
Wages. garnishment of. 13-t5 
Warrant, arrest, 1367 
Attachment, 1361 
Distress, 1368 
Entry of, 1308 
Issue of, 1309 
or commitment, 1359 
Service of, 1310 
Wife, service on, 1323 
Witnesses, attendance of. 1314. 1335 
Examination of, on judgment summons, 
1358 
Fees of. 1335 
Penalty for failure to attend, 1335 
Woodman, defined, 1319 
Place of trial for actions by, 1319 
Writ, venditioni exponas, 1355 
DIVORCE; see CUSTODY or nocuMENTS: 
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DOG KENNELS; sec ooc TAX A:->n r.IVE 
STOCK PIIOTECTIOX; ~IU;>;ICIPAL 
DOG TAX AND UVE STOCK PROTEC-
TION 
Affidavit, contents of. 4261 
Filing with clerk, 4261 
Appeal, deposit on, 4262 
Time for, 4262 
Application, to minister, 4262 
Assessment, practice if omitted, 4259 
Roll, dogs entered on, 4258 
Assessor, emry by, 4258 
Failing to assess, 4258 
Failing to inquire. 4258 
Requiring statement, 4258 
Bitch, spayed, 4257 
By-law, local, licensing, 4259 
Pro,iding penalty, 4260 
Relieving municipality, 4261 
To increase tax, 4257 
Who to make, 4260 
Canadian Kennel Club, registry in. 425!! 
Carcass, \'iewing of, 4261 
When destroyed, 4261 
Cattle, injured at large, 4261 
Clerk, certain rluties of, 4259 
Default by, 4262 
Report to. 4262 
Collector. failing in duty, 4258 
Penalty for negligent, 4258 
Collector's roll, entry upon, 4258 
c,.,nstablc, executing order, 4258,4263 
Killing dog, 4258 
Powers of, 4258 
Councils, examination by. 4262 
Powers of certain municipal, 4260 
Damages, apportionment of, 4262 
Further report on, 4261 
Owner's liability for, 4263 
Procedure to reco,·er, 4262 
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Damages, cont'cl 
Whcu payable, 4261 
Date, by-law fixing, 4258 
Deposit, forfeit on appeal, 4262 
Dog, deemed at large, 4260 
Defined, 4257 
Destruction of, 4258 
Found in public place, 4260 
orr premises, 4259 
lnj uring live stock, 4260 
Keeping, 4257 
KilJing on order, 4263 
Untagged, 4259 
Order to kill, 4262 
Owner to kill vicious, 4262 
Ownership of, 4257, 4261 
Proof renature, 4263 
Straying at night, 4260 
In country, 4260 
Near Jive stock, 4260 
Tag for each, 4259 
\\l1en hunting, 4259 
Tax, amount of, 4257 
Annual levy of, 4257 
Dy-law increasing, 4257 
Collection of, 4258 
Liability for, 4257 
On pure-bred, 4258 
Who liable for, 4257 
Untagged, 4259 
Dogs, at large, 4259 
Impounding of, 4260 
Killing of, 4260 
Lawful destruction of, 4260 
Neglecting to report, 4258 
Number stated, 4258 
P ermissible killing of, 4260 
Running at large, 4260 
Selling impounded, 4260 
Several injuring, 4262 
Tagging of, 4259 
Electors, assent of, 4261 
False statement, penalty for, 4258 
Fee, for tags, 4259 
Set by by-law, 4259 
Highway, cattle upon, 4261 
Hunting dog, no tag on, 4259 
Injured,defined.4260 
Iujuring, defined, 4260 
Injury, notification of, 4261 
Kennel, tax on, 4258 
Liability, by-laws governing, 4261 
Of municipality limited, 4261 
License fee, effect, 4259 
Equalling tax, 4259 
Exceeding tax, 4259 
Licenses, by-laws for, 4259 
Local,4259 
Live stock, defined, 4257 
Dog injuring, 4260 
Dog straying about, 4260 
Injured or killed, 4261 
When at large, 4261 
Valuers, 4261 
Magistrate, enforcing payment, 4258 
Powers of, 4262 
Minister, appeal to, 4261 
Defined, 4257 
May name valuer, 4261 · 
)funicipality, accepting liability, 4261 
Additional liability of, 4262 
Appointing valuers, 4261 
Increasing dog tax, 4257 
Levy by, 4257 
Liability of, 4261 
Limiting liability, 4261 
Powers of, 4259 
Recovering damages, 4262 
To have penalties, 4263 
Notification, by owner, 4261 
Oath, administration of, 4262 
Objections, procedural, 4263 
Order, n!agistrate's, 4263 
Owner. affidavit of, 4261 
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Ascertaining identity of, 4262 
Defined,4257 
l:iability of, 4262 
In organized territory, 4263 
Notifying to destroy dog, 4262 
Of injured live stock, 4·261 
Paying license fee, 4260 
Penalty for neglect, 4263 
Procedure to ascertain, 4262 
Right to valuations, 4261 
Summons to, 4262 
To destroy vicious dog, 4262 
DOi\IINION CO:\Ii\IISSIONERS OF POLICE 
Owner, cont'd 
To have report, 4261 
To pay costs, 4263 
Valuer 's report to, 4262 
Owners, record of, 4259 
Penalties, by by-law, 4260 
For municipali ty, 4263 
Ownership of, 4263 
Recovery of, 4260 
Penalty, for recalcitrant owner. 4263 
Limit on, 4260 
On collector, 4258 
Re tags, 4259 
Police commissioners, powers of, 4260 
Procedure, informal nature, 4263 
Merely directory, 4263 
Substantial conformity to, 4263 
Proceedings, by collector, 4258 
Prohibi tions, re dogs, 4260 
Proof, owner to furnish, 4261 
Re vicious dog, 4262, 4263 
Pure-bred dogs, tax on, 4258 
Record , what to contain, 4259 
Registration, by-law for, 4259 
Regulations, re dogs, 4260 
Report, copy to owner of, 4261 
Final on damage, 4261 
Who to have, 4262 
Spaying, certificate as to, 4257 
Statement, penalty for false, 4258 
Re dogs, 4258 
Subpoenas, issue of, 4262 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, -1260 
Tag, amount of fee for, 4259 
Attaching to dog, 4259 
Date for procuring, 4258 
Duty to procure, 4258 
Late application for, 4259 
Neglecting to obtain, 4259 
Not affixed to dog, 4259 
Penalty for no, 4259 
Switching, 4259 
Ta~ts, records of, 4259 
Serial numbers for, 4259 
Who to issue, 4259 
Tax, efTect of local, 4259 
Increase by municipality. 42.'57 
·Manner of collection, 4258 
Penalty for non-payment, 4258 
When half, 4259 
Territory, unorganized, 4263 
Township council. in unorganized are:t, 
4261 
Unorganized territory, council of, -1261 
Valuation, costs fixed, 4262 
.H unicipality paying for. 4262 
Valuer, appointed by minister, 4262 
Default by.4262 
Forwarding reports, 4262 
10\·cs tigation by, 4261 
Report by, 4261 
Report final, 4261 
To see carcass, 4261 
Valuer, appointed by :\Iinister, 4262 
Veterinary. spaying bitches, 425i 
Vicious dog, in unorganized areas, 4263 
Liabiltiy of owner for, 4262 
Wild animals, injury by. 4261 
DOGS; see DOC TAX A:'>O LWE STOCK PRO-
TECTION; CAllE A:<D FISHERIES; 1:'\· 
JURED A:'\DIALS; l!U:<ICIPAL; VICIOUS 
DOCS 
00:\lESTlC ANilllALS; see BEES; CORO:<-
EUS; DOC TAX A:'\D Ll\'E STOCK PRO· 
TECTIO:'\: 1:'\JUREO A :ollliALS; Lt\'E 
STOCK BRA!'\01:'\C; PROTECTIO:'\ OF 
CATTLE: STALtt0:-1 
DO:\tl.:'-110~ C0:\1:\llSSlO~ERS OF PO-
LICE 
Commissioner. appointment of constable~ 
by, 1662 
Has powers of 1 ustice of Peace, 1662 
:\Iagistrate, 1662 
No property qual ification. 1662 
Oath of allegiance not required, 1662 
Office not required, 1662 
Qualifications of, 1662 
Residence qualification not required, 1662 
Constables appointed by commissioner, 1662 
Appointment of, 1662 
No power in municipal matters, 1662 
Powers and duties of, 1662 
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DOi\HNION COMi\11 lONERS OF POLICE 
Ju~tirr- of the Peace. cummi~,ion<'r to h:l\e 
powers of. 1662 
I ii'Ht.-Cov .. a11thorization lly. 1662 
;\lop;i~trate. commissioner to have powers of 
1662 
Outlt of allegiance, not rcqHiml. 1662 
Prnpcrty qHalification not required of com· 
missiont'r. 1662 
Qunlific:llions of commi~~ioner~. 1662 
R<'•iclence qualification notre tnired. 1662 
D0\11~10:\ COURTS 
Constitutional questions. jHri,tJiction ns to. 
1199 
Court Houses. use of. 1199 
Courts, jurisdiotion of, 1199 
l~xchequer Conrl Ac:t, referred to. 1199 
Jurisdiction re constitutional questions, 1199 
Contr<wersies between Dorrinion and On-
t:trio, 1199 
Bl'tween provinces and Ontario.1199 
or courts, ll99 
or Supreme and F.xcltC(JIICr Courts of 
Canada, 1199 
fll' validity of .\m. 1199 
Supreme and F::~.chequt'r Court of Canada. 
jurisdiction of, 1199 
SIL{Ifl'llll! Courl Act. referred to. 1199 
S11prt>tttt' Court of Canada. remo,•nl of 
qne-tion to. 1199 
00\li:'I/I0;'\1 D.\ Y; •ee t'iTtRPRET,\TION 
00\YER: •ee also DEI'OLUTIO'i OF EST\TES; 
F'XECUTIO:\: U 'iO TinES; Ll~IIT,\· 
TtO'\;:: \IAillliEO WO\IEN'S PROPERTY; 
MENTAL IIOSriTALS; I'ARTITJON; PUB· 
tiC LA 'illS: QUIETINC TITLES; SUC· 
CESSION DUTY 
Action, tenant failing to gi1•c n<1\\ce oL 1465 
Tenant tn gi,·e landlord notice of. 14{)5 
,\dmini!,tration, •ale of land, 1775 
Adultct:. c'ffect upon r:,::htto dower. 1460 
Rr<toration of dower after. 1460 
Alimony. bar of dower h> ord!'r of judge 
when disentitled to, 1461 
Appeal, from Commissioners' report. 1468 
Hearing of, 1468 
Judge may appoint new Commissioners, 
1468 
J\lay extend time for, 1468 
~Jay give further directions, 1468 
Notice of, mus t ~tate grounds for, 1468 
Time for, from l'cport, 1468 
Verificat ion of further grounds on, 1468 
1\pplication, conveyance free of dower, 1463 
Dispensing 11ith wife's concurrence, 1461 
Fee on. for order barring dower, 1462 
:\lortgagin~ free of do\\er, 1163 
Order barrio~; dowrr, 1.:162 
T o enable 1 ru .. tee to sell land, 1463 
Service of not icc of, 1461 
Subsequent mortgagee for value without 
notice, 14{)1 
Purchaser for value without notice, 1464 
Assignment, effect of dower,l465 
Execution of, 1 165 
J{egistration of, 1465 
llankruptC)', effect On dower, 1463 
Cenificate, form of, after examination by 
Judge. 1462 
Form of, on medical exnmination, 1462 
Commissioners, appointmenL of, 1466 
Appointment of new, 1466 
To admeasure dower, 1466 
Duties, 1466 
In peculiar circum~tances, 1467 
On admeasurement of dower, 1467 
Employment of ehainbearers, 14{)8 
Of labourer~. 1468 
Failure to act. 1466 
Fees of. 1469 
Fixation of annual ~urn. 1167 
Guilty of fraud, ncldcd ns parties, 1469 
Judge may appoint new, 1468 
Liahilitr of, 1466 
Oath of, 1466 
Payment of co~ts by, 1~69 
Powers of, 1466 
Production of "itne•"es before.1467 
Qualification for, 1466 
Report on admea .. urement of dower, 1465 
To be in writinp;. 1468 
To be signe~, 1468 
Status of, 1:166 
\' aluat ion of improvrment~ by, 1467 
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Converance, after order, l4Q2 
Order despensing with wife's concurrence 
in,14Q1 
Taking without notice of dower, 14Q3 
Wife apart from husband, 1%1 
~(ental incompetent, 1461 
Signing. 1461 
Costs, on appeal when fraud alleged, 1469 
Proceediugs before Commissioners, 1469 
Damages, computation of, 1465 
Deforcement of dower, 1459 
Detention of dower, 14Q5 
Devolution of Estates Act., rights of, reserv· 
ed,1800, 1801 
Distress, right of, for annual sum. 14Q8 
Dower, annual sum in lieu of, 1467 
Application of, 1459 
Appointment of Commissioners to ad-
measure, 1466 
Assi;1nment, 1459,1%5 
Arter judgment, 1465, 1466 
For annual sum, 14Q5 
For gross sum, 1465 
Barring by infant, 1465 
Computation of, 14QO 
Damages for detention, 1465 
Contents of order re, 1462 
Damages for deforcement of, 1459 
Dispensing with bar of, 1462 
Effect of assignment of, 14Q5 
Bankruptcy on, 14Q3 
Bar of in mortgage, 1460 
Execution of conveyance, 1464 
or mortgage, 1464 
Registration of assignment. 1465 
Execution of assignment, 1465 
In equitable estates, 1459 
Land subject to right of entry. 1459 
~Ieasure of, Ji159 
.'llining lands, 1460 
Order securing monies in Court, 1461 
Protection of, 1462 
Registration of assignment of. 1465 
Order barring, 14M 
Report of commissioners on, 1466 
Surplus after mortgage sale, 1460 
Wife apart from husband, H63 
Wife's elopement, 14QO 
Election, widow's, 1461 
Evidence, attestation of, 1168 
~{ode of subscribing, 1468 
Examination, medical , 1462 
DOWER 
:\Iedical, when to be made, 14Q3 
Fee, registration of order, 146-J. 
Fees, commissioners. 1469 
Form, cer tificate of Judge, 1470 
Certificate of medical practitioner, 1470 
Oath of commissioner, 1466 
Fraud, by commissioners, 1469 
Effect of, on report, 1469 
Highways, land dedicated free from, 14QO 
Husband, conveyance by, when wife con· 
fined to mental hospital, 1461 
Improvements, determination of permanent, 
1467 
Permanent, after deat h of husband, 1465 
Value of, deducted from dower, 1467 
Infants, right of election how exercised. 1800 
Jointtendancy, 1459 
Land. dedicated for highway, 1460 
Descript ion of, 1464 
Effect of trusteeship, 1459 
1'\aturaJ state, 1460 
Landlord, reco,·ery of penaltr by, 1465 
Tenant to give notice of writ, 1465 
l.ancl Titles Act, rcferreclto, 1461, 1465 
Lien, widow to have, for yearly sum, 1468 
Limitation of action for, 1-159 
Limitations Act, referred to, 1-169 
.'llaintenance, widow's, 1459 
Mar tied f11 omen's Property Act, referred to, 
1464 
.lien tal Hospitals Act, referred to, 14{)1, H62 
~!ental incompetent, when wife, 1%1, 1%2, 
1463 
~lining Janel. dower pro,.isions re, 1460 
~Ioney. payment into Court by mortgagee, 
1461 
:llortgage, after order. 1462 
Bar of dower in, J.t60 
Execution when wife mental incompetent 
1461 
:'>lortgagee taking, without notice, 1<163 





Right of dower in ~urpl ub, after •ale, 
1460 
Wife living apart from husband, 1461 
Signing, 1464 
Mortgagee, payment of suq,[us into Court 
by,1461 
Suhsequent, for value without notice, 1461 
Notice, ser\'icc of, 1461 
Service of on public trustee, 1462 
When wife an infant, 1162 
Wife mental incompeten , 1462 
Oatlt, attacilment of commissioner's, 1466 
Form of commissioner's, 1466 
Official Guardian, service of notice on, 1462 
Order, copies of, signed hy judge, 1461 
Description of land, in, 146·' 
When endorsed on instrument, 1464 
Directing payment into court, 1462 
Dispensing with bnr of dower, after mc,l· 
ical examination, 1462 
With wife's concurrence, 1461 
Effect of, 1462 
Endorsement on conveyance, 1 16 ~ 
On mortgase, 1464 
Fee on registration of, 1464 
Registration of, 1464 
Subsequent, 1465 
Penalty, tenant failing to give notice, 1465 
Personal estate, widow's election when 
mortgage mone)' in Court, 1461 
Public trustee, service of notice on, 1-M2 
Purchaser, subsequent, for ,aJue without 
notice, 1464 
Taking con,·eyance without notice of 
dower, 1463 
Registration, fee on, of order, I tiM 
Final report, 1469 
Report, amending on appeal, 1468 
Annexation of commissioners' oaths, 1466 
Appeal from, 1468 
Certification of, 1469 
Commissioner's on admeasurement, 1466 
Contents of, 1468 
Description of land in, 1468 
Direction of, 1468 
Enlargement of time for, 1468 
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Execution of, 1468 
New commissioners', 1468 
Powers of Court of Appeal re, 1468 
Procedure on new, 1468 
Registration of, when linal,1469 
Setting aside on appeal, 1468 
Sheriff to endorse tir~c of receiving on, 
1468 
To return, to Court, 1468 
\'ariation of on appeal, 1468 
When final, 1469 
Right of entry, suit to reco\·er dower in, 
1459 
Sheriff, return of report to Court by, 1468 
Streets, dedication of land for, 1460 
Subprena, production of witness upon, 1467 
Tenancy, joint, no dower, 1459 
Tenant, notice of action given by, 1465 
Penalty on failure to give notice, 1465 
Trustee in Bnnkruptcy, sale of lands by, 
1-M3 
Where husband, 1459 
Widow, assignment of dower to, 1459 
Election by, when monies in Court, 1461 
l\faintcnance of, prior to dower assign· 
rnent, 1459 
Measure of dower, 1459 
Risht to tarry in chief house, 1459 
Rights re woodland assigned, 1460 
Wife, confined to mental hospitai,J461 
Elopement with adulterer, 1460 
Livin:; apart, 1461 
Five years, 1463 
l\Iental incompetent not so found, 1462 
Witness, fees of, before commission, 1467 
Payment of conduct money, 1467 
Production of, before commissioners, 1467 
Subscribing evidence given, 1468 
Woodland, al'~ignment of, 1460 
Widow may take firewood, 1465 
Wood for fencing, 1460 
Writ of assignment of dower, costs pay· 
able by plaintiff, 1469 
Of assignment of dower receipt by sher· 
ifT, 1466 
Of dower, return of by sheriiT, 1468 
Of possession, i~suance of, 1469 
DRAINAGE; see BUlLDJI"G TRADES PROTEC· 
TION; CE~lETERY; DITCHES Al'iD WAT· 
ERCOURSES; EVIDENCE; FACTORY, 
SHOP AND OFFICE BUILDI:'iC; BICH· 
W.>.Y IMPROVEMENT; INTERPROVIN· 
CIAL DR,U:'iAGE; LOCAL IMPROVE· 
DRUGLESS PRACTITIONERS 
Education, requirements by Board, 2498 
Emergencies, Act not to <~pply to, 2499 
Fees, regulations re, 2498 
First aid, Act not to apply to, 2499 
Limitation on application of Act, 2499 
Medical Act, referred to, 2498 
MENT; MECHANICS' LIEN; MUNICI· )!idwifery, practice of. 2498 
PAL; ~I UNICIPAL nRAINACE; PROVIN· 
CIAL AID TO DRA I:'O .~CE; PUBLIC 
HEALTH; PUBLIC WORKS; RAILWAY; 
SETTI.ED ESTATES ; TILE DRAINAGE 
DREDGING; see MINI:'iC 
DRUGGIST; see FACTORY, SHOP AND OF· 
FICE BUILDING; JURORS; LIQUOR 
CONTROL; Pl!AR~IACY 
DRUG HABITUATE; see MENTAL l!OS· 
PITALS; MENTAL INCOll PETENCV; 
PSYCHIATKIC PRIV.UE SANITARIA; 
HOSPITALS 
DRUGLESS PRACTITIONERS; see also 
PUBUC HE ... LTII; WORK~IE:'i'S COli· 
PEiiSATlON 
Admission, regulations re, 2497 
Anaesthetics, prescription of, 2498 
Board of regents, appointment of, 2497 
Of regents, defined, 2597 
Establishment of, 2497 
Filling of vacancies, 2497 
i\lemher eligible for reappointment, 
2497 
1'\umuer of members, 2~97 
Officers of, 2497 
Power to make regulations, 2497 
Term of office, 2497 
Vacancies, 2497 
Cancellation of registration, 2498 
Chairman, appointment of, 249i 
Classi fication, regulations re, 2498 
Compliance with other Acts not affected, 
2500 
Discipline, regulations re, 2498 
Drugless practitioner, 2497 
Drugs, administering of, 2498 
Prescription of, 2498 
21 I 
Misconduct, investigation of, 2498 
Nurses, Act not to apply to, 2499 
Occupation, description of, 2498 
Other Acts, compliance wit11 not affected, 
2500 
Penalties, recovery of, 2499, 2500 
Unauthorized advertising, 2499 
Practice, 2499 
Public Health Act, referred to, 2500 
Qualifications, description of, 2498 
Regulations re, 2498 
Register, certified copy as evidence, 2499 
Regulations re, 2498 
Registration, cancellation of, 2198 
Evidence of, 2499 
Regulations re, 2497 
Suspension of, 2498 
Regulations, admission of members. 2497 
Classification of members, 2498 
Defin ed, 2497 
Descript ion of qualification, 2498 
Disc;pline and control, 2498 
Fixing fees, 2-!98 
Investig:ll ion of complaint, 2498 
Maintaining register, 2498 
Power of Board to make, 2-!97 
Prescribing qualifications, 2498 
Registration of members. 2497 
Secretary-treasurer, appointment of, 2497 
Certificate of registration by, 2499 
Summ(lry Convictions Act, referred to. 2499, 
2500 
Surgery, practice of, 2498 
Suspension of registration, 2498 
Treatment by prayer, Act not to apply to, 
2499 
Unregistered per;ons, penalty for practising. 
2499 
\ 'c.cancies on Board, filling of, 2497 
Vaccination Act. referred to, 2500 
DRUGLESS PRACTITIONERS 
Vice-chairman, appointment or, 2497 
Vital Statistics Act, referred to, 2500 
DRUGS; sec MEDICAL; PIIAR~IACY; t'IIIV· 
ATF. SANITARIA; RF.FOR~IATORYj VEl<· 
EllF..\1. DISF.A~F.S l'REV£1'\TION 
II I LL BURYING D R U l\I l\1 0 N D 
GROUND; ~ee NIAGARA !'ARKS 
DRUNKENNESS; see mcuwAY TRAFFtc; 
LIQUOR C01\TR0Lj MARRIED WOMEN'S 
PROI'F.RTY; MEl'\TAL HOSPITALS; ME.'I· 
TAL INCO~Jl'ETEJ'<CY; MINII"C 
DRY CLEANING; see FinE MARSHALS; 
MUNICIPAL 
DUTY; see tl'\TERPRETATIO!I 
DYNAi\IITE; see MUNICIPAL 
EARLY CLOSING; sec rACTOllY, SHOP 
AlSO OFFICE DUILDt.,;G 
EASEMENT; see co:wEvA;;ct.,;G AND LAW 
OF PROI'EllTY; COUNTY COURTS; LAI"D 
TITLES; LIMITATIOl'\Sj MI:'IING; NOR· 
TilER!'~ DEVELOP~IE!'(T; QUIETI!'(G TIT· 
l. ES ; RAILWAYS ; SETTLED ESTATES 
EASTER .MONDAY; sec INTERPRETATION 
EDUCATION; see ADOLESCENT SCHOOL 
ATTENDANCE; ACIUCULTURAL COLLEGE; 
AUXILIARY CLASSES; DO.~RDS OF EDUCA· 
TJON; CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNT· 
ANTS; CliARTEllED ACCOUNTAI"T!'; 
COLLEGE OF ART; COl'\TINUATJON 
SCI! OOLS; DEPARTli1Ell1' OF EDUCA· 
T10N j DENTJSTll\' j DEVOLUTION OF 
ES1 ATf:S ; DRUGI.ESS l'RACTITIO:;ERS; 
EMBALMERS AND FlJNEI!AL DIREC1'011Sj 
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL; lliGH SCHOOLS; 
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS; l:'IFANTS; LAND 
SUttVEYORS; LAW SOCIETY; LEG ISLA· 
Tt\·E ASSE~IBLYj MEDICAl.; .l\IINING 
SCHOOLS; ~IUl'ilCIPAL; OPTOMETRY; 
PIIAilMACY; PllOFESSIONAL ENGINE· 
EllS; PUilLlC SCHOOLS ; SCHOOL AT· 
TENDANCE; SCHOOLS; SCHOOLS FOR 
THE DEAF AND DLIXDj SCHOOL SITES; 
SCHOOL TRUST COXVEYANCESj SEPAR· 
ATE SCHOOLS; TEACHERS' AND INSPEC· 
TORS' SUI'ERANl'\UATION; TRAINING 
~CIIOOLS; Ul'11VERSI1'Y OF TOt::ONTO; 
UPPER CANADA COLLEGE; VETERINARY 
COI . Ll~GE; VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
EDUCATIONAL G I FT; see CHARITIES AC· 
COUi\"T INC 
EGRESS FRO~I PUBLIC BUILDINGS; 
sec also FACTOIIY, SHOP Ai\"D OFFICE 
BUILDING j MU:iiCIPAL j THEATRES AND 
CINEMATOGRAPH$ 
Assembly hall , o uter doors o r, 4193 
Church, ou te r doors of, 4193 
Churc hwarde n, liability of, 4193 
Congrega tion, liability of, 4193 
D elay, further penalty for, 4193 
Door s, how con s truc t ed. 4193 
To open outwards, 4193 
Enforcement, r cguhtions for, 4193 
Gate of outer fence. 4193 
Hall, outer doors of, 4193 
Incumbent, liability o r, 4193 
Penalty, application of, 4193 
Contra\'ent ion of Act , 4193 
Failure to remedy condition, 4193 
Recovery of. 4193 
Place o f puhlic resort or amusement, 4193 
Regulations. who to make, 4193 
Safety, regu la tio ns for, 4193 
S chool , outer doors of, 4193 
Society, liability of, 4193 
Summary Convictions Act, r e ferred to, 4193 
Trustee, liability of, 4193 
ELECTION : see also cONTROVERTED ELEC· 
TtOi\"S; LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY; LIQ· 
UOR COl'\TllOL; MUNICIPAl.; PERSONA· 
TION; POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIO NS ; 
PUBLIC HEALTH; PUBLIC SCIIOOLS ; 
REPRESENTATION; SEPARATE SCHOOLS; 
von:ns' LISTS 
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